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ABSTRACT
A FREIRIAN MODEL IN-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
(September 1979)
Harriet L. Parker
B.A., Union College, Schenectady, New York
M.Ed.
,
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
E.D.
,
University of Massachusetts /Amherst
The purpose of this dissertation is to test the applicability of
Freirian concepts of praxis, banking education, levels of awareness,
and internalized oppression in a model teacher education program in a
middle class school system in northeastern United States. Freire's
theory and methodology were conceptual tools that enabled'peasanta of
Brazil to critically analyze their environments and thereby achieve some
control over and freedom from the oppressive elements within it. This
study is an attempt to assess if any or all of Freire’s pedagogy is
relevant in one sector of the United States. The underlying assumption
is that Freire’s pedagogy transcends economic and cultural differences
and that it provides an appropriate framework for educational change
in the United States. The study attempts to determine what aspects of
his theory are most useful and to identify which experiences foster
movement from one level of awareness to another.
The methodology used in this dissertation is a one time case study
of a model in-service teacher education program. The study was
comprised of fourteen weekly , two hour group meetings for twenty-three
junior and senior high school teachers in a New England college town.
The study sought to answer the following questions: 1) What types of
vi
experiences move individuals from one level of awareness about
oppression to a higher level; 2) Can Freire’s pedagogy be useful to
educators in the United States; and 3) What are some of the individual,
social and cultural barriers to critical consciousness in public schools.
The presentation of the case study reveals that: 1) The group's
magical level of awareness and the facilitator's naive level of awareness
remained unchanged throughout the program; 2) The fundamental
banking educational relationship between teacher and students was
unchanged; 3) The major form of teacher oppression which emerged in
the group was teacher isolation; and 4) The group did undergo praxis
concerning two oppressive school district-wide issues: curriculum days
and the calendar dispute.
The study indicates that Freire's pedagogy is useful in mobilizing
individuals to act collectively by providing a conceptual process through
which to view their environment. Further, it is useful in enabling people
to perceive oppressive elements in their own perceptions and thereby
help themselves grow. The case study also reveals that in an attempt
to change reality, a group must develop more meaningful communication
and more genuine methods of support for each other.
Finally, the dissertation describes what some of the individual,
cultural and social barriers are that prevent teachers from achieving
critical consciousness through a dialogical process. The facilitator's
process of translating Freire's work into relevant terms for this group
is explored to provide insight about how internalized oppression and
a naive level of awareness can interfer with creating meaningful dialogue.
In addition, aspects of teacher oppression are illustrated to demonstrate
how cultural and social norms contribute to barriers to change.
Vll
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Critics of modern public schooling abound with description and
statistical data about what teachers and schools are doing which do not
allow for the full development of children (Silberman, 1964; Freidenberg,
1965; Kozol, 1967). There is no doubt that these criticisms embody much
truth and point the way toward overall changes. Few critics, however,
have dealt with the possibility that the teacher too is oppressed by roles
which necessitate viewing students as inherently unequal to themselves.
This inequality between teachers and students, as well as what is
considered a positive educational experience will be described in more
detail later. Because teachers are molded by and to an oppressive
system, they internalize and act in accordance with the larger society's
values. In his analysis of formal schooling, Freire (1973) points out
that both the oppressor, in this case the teacher, and the oppressed,
the students, are caught in their ascribed roles. ^ The teacher must
conform to societal norms or they will not be hired. Teacher education
programs and a competitive job market help to mold these individuals
to their oppressive roles.
One of the major thrusts in education today , in an attempt to
rectify the destructive elements in schools, is in-service teacher training.
2The assumption is that if the teacher had more information, the students
would learn more and that would solve the problem. These programs are
excellent examples of how teachers are oppressed by their roles, for they
are blamed for the system’s failure. These references define the
inadequacy of the teacher as the problem.
Though this criticism of in-service programs may be severe, it is
recognized that the problem of finding an effective method for changing
the unhealthy aspects of school environments is monumental. First of
all, teachers, by and large, do not have any conscious knowledge of how
they are instruments of oppression or how they themselves are stereotyped
and oppressed by their roles. Second, they do not know how the society
as a whole is racist, sexist and classist, and that they are serving to
maintain that society by functioning as socializing agents in the
2
classroom. Third, although students do not generally understand the
structural causes of inequality, they are aware of boredom and manipiila-
tion and often blame teachers for their unhappiness.
This study suggests that a new emphasis in teacher in-service
education which would develop methods to enable teachers to raise their
own consciousness of systematic oppression , so that they in turn can
help students do work in this area is needed to combat the perpetuation
of insensitive, manipulative and oppressive schools and lack of teacher
student awareness. This approach differs from other programs in that
the system rather than the teacher is the focus for change. Conscious-
ness raising means here, that teachers and students would develop the
ability to analyze how they are oppressed, so that they can work
effectively for change.^ The purpose of this study is to document a
3model for working with teachers to isolate and develop the most effective
methods for consciousness raising about oppression in schools.
Historical and Economic Context of Schooling
The question arises as to, why the system developed such confining
roles and practices for teachers and students. One response to this
question is that schools are not failing at all, but are functioning as they
were intended to, in that they are maintaining a racist, sexist and classist
society for those who benefit from such a system.^ The words "oppression,"
"racism," "sexism," and "classism" need clarification and definition before
analyzing the causes of educational problems, because it is a premise of
this study that schools reflect and maintain an unequal society.
Freire describes the human being as developing through a
deepening, cyclical relationship and interaction with the environment.
This process of relating to the world is what Freire calls "praxis."
Praxis is the naming, analyzing and transforming of reality; i.e.
,
how
an individual perceives a situation will determine what elements in that
situation are considered relevant, and depending upon what is considered
relevant, decisions about courses of action reflect the analysis. Through
taking action based upon one's perception and analysis, individuals and
groups change the original situation. The new situation must in turn be
named, and analyzed so that new realities are created. This interaction
5
with the environment is how growth takes place.
Any force which interfers with this basic relationship is oppression.
Freire describes two ways in which this learning process is interrupted.
First
,
interference can result from limitations the environment places
4upon the individual’s action. In this instance the environment is defined
by the social, political and economic institutions that societies have
created. This environment must be differentiated from the natural
environment which sometimes limits action because of a scarcity of resources
or new ideas which blocked,the individual. The difference here is that
these institutions function to maintain external control over individuals’
action upon the world.,
Racism, sexism and classism refer to the systematic, institituional
structures and procedures which function to limit
,
exclude and define the
actions and life styles of groups due to color, sex, ethnic background,
economic class, or age, etc. The ’’isms” must be differentiated from
prejudice which is merely attitude. The ’’isms” are determined by power
relationships, with those in control using their resources to maintain
their position through controlling the majority.
A person or group subject to this type of oppression is forced to
react to what is given, or withheld, rather than choosing which aspects
of reality are significant to them. The group’s or individual's natural
developmental process through which the creative aspects of the human
being manifest themselves are cut off. Although the individual may be
creating the world in reflection and perception internally, a lack of
action leaves the world unchanged.
With no creative, world-determining courses of action, and with
external forces such as schools, media, and religious institutions working
to shape groups and individuals into the forms desired by those in
power, the second form of oppression results: internalizing the oppressor.
The individuals who are victims of the ’’isms” are forced to believe that
5they deserve their lot, or that their lot is the nature of the world, or
that another individual or small group is responsible for their problems.
In all cases
,
reality has been determined for the people and the people
no longer see their world through their own perceptions.^
The works of Michael Katz (1971), Bowles and Gintis (1975), and
Florence Howe and Paul Lauter (1972) develop one explanation of why
schools are systematically destructive to its members and how at the same
time schools are fulfilling their intended goals. The goals of education,
although positive in nature, become in reality the very sources of student
and teacher oppression. These goals are that schools should act as
economic equalizers in a competitive system through fair, unbiased access
to the cognitive skills that the economy values. These skills are supposed
to enable any individual to compete in the labor market on an unquestionably
equal and fair basis. The second goal of schooling is to integrate indivi-
duals into the mainstream of society in order that they might contribute
to the wealth and prosperity of the country and by doing so develop
themselves fully. Analysis of how these two rationales for public
schooling become inhibiting to teachers and students alike provides the
basis of need for radical change.
First
,
there are two inherent contradictions within the role of
economic equalizer that become apparent when the schools’ activities are
analyzed in the context of the larger system. There cannot be fair,
objective competition within schools when all criteria for what is important
to learn, how to appA>aeh the teaching of material and how to test for
achievement are determined by the dominant group which has a vested
interest in maintaining control.^ Textbooks, rules of competition, content
Gof curricula, and tests are all expressions of what the controlling body
deems important and right. This kind of discrimination has created a
predominantly white male controlled economy and wealth. In addition,
if everyone were able to learn from these books and tests without being
penalized for being a part of cultures or classes other than those in
power, studies demonstrate that academic and economic success depend
on socially sanctioned behaviors as much as on cognitive achievement.^
Since those in power determine the books, tests and procedures in
schools, as well as what is appropriate behavior, children from working
class families, and Third World students are required to conform to
alien norms and values to become successful. Their backgrounds and
forms of social interaction are ignored, discouraged and often punished.
These children are at a definite disadvantage within competitive activities
because some know the rules and others have to learn them as they
progress
.
This analysis suggests that schools do not offer unbiased
competition; rather that they serve as agents for ethnocentrism . It
suggests that even if schools did function from an objective standpoint,
the social and economic context in which schools operate would negate
the fair competition within the educational system. The economy is
controlled by a relatively small group
,
and no individual could compete
equally with those who control vast sectors of the wealth. If a person
were a genius, those who controlled the resources and tools of the
economy would determine the gifted individual’s progress and wealth.
The second purpose of education is integrating the individual
into society. The rationale is that a truly integrated individual is self-
7actualized. There is truth in this assumption, but the context of the
school to the society distorts integration into assimilation and develop-
ment into conformity
. The need to integrate individuals and groups into
the mainstream of society arose jn the early 1800’s. The factory owners
needed a cheap, efficient labor force. They also needed workers who
had learned what was considered good worker behavior. These
behaviors included being prompt, being conscientious, being able to
follow orders and acting obediently within established norms. These
norms were and presently are instilled through formal and informal
competitive activities in schools. The teacher determines who succeeds
and who fails. In order to obtain passing grades and recommendations,
students must conform to teacher expectations. These expectations are
similar to those in the economic sector, so that individual development
in schools occurs within the context of what the economic norms deem
13important and valuable.
Other studies (Friedenberg, 1965) illustrate that young people are
. . 14
systematically discouraged from creative and independent activity.
Integration into society, when analyzed on a day-to-day basis is a process
of ’’internalizing the oppressor.” (Freire, 1973)
Critics have viewed practices resulting from the goals of public
education as harmful (Silberman, 1964) and have accused the public
schools of failing (Holt, 1964). The perspective that schools are
fulfilling their prescribed roles, suggests grave implications for
education. First, these views diminish the possibility of creating change
in the areas of racism , sexism and classism without first changing the
economic structure. Second, the educational system functions as a
8reflection of the larger society and no fundamental change can occur
through schooling. Working with teachers appears fruitless and contra-
dictory in this light if one is concerned with changing society.
A premise of this dissertation is that working with teachers can
be useful in moving people toward perceiving the need for change. No
overall change in society will occur over night
,
so institutions which^ allow
access to new ideas must be utilized to reach as many people as possible.
Insight about social and political inequality and personal oppression is
necessary for work toward change to commence. Teachers interact with
hundreds of students, and they could facilitate development and aware-
ness about these issues. Students might then be motivated to work toward
change.
A further premise of the dissertation is that any program designed
to effect change must take the concept of oppression as a given. Freire
(1973) devised an educational process which is based on the necessity of
replacing present schooling goals with the goals of "social literacy"
(Alschuler and Smith, 1975). Social literacy is roughly defined as the
ability to analyze the forces which are shaping one’s life and through
15
that analysis create for all individuals involved some choice of action.
Freire describes the traditional student-teacher relationship as
embodying the basic contradictions of the system in that the teacher is
the possessor of knowledge, and therefore controls what and how
children learn. Just as those who control wealth can determine all
working conditions for the laborers, teachers control the resources for
learning. According to Freire (1972), the major obstacles which prevent
people from achieving social literacy are the external controls which the
9power structure imposes as well as the process of internalizing the
oppressor. Since students and teachers are unaware of how the system
has shaped their thinking and actions, they are unable and unprepared
to free themselves and others from society's inequalities.
Background of the Problem
To date there have been few if any teacher in-service programs
designed to change the system rather than the teachers or students.
The focus of this study is to analyze efforts to develop a model to help
teachers become more aware of societal and personal oppression based on
Freire’s concept of praxis. Freire’s assumption that as a group engages
in dialogue about a shared concern their ability to name, analyze and
transform that concern will improve with the aid of a problem-poser,
provides the basis for the model examined in the study.
The primary question addressed by this dissertation is; What
types of experiences move individuals from one level of awareness to a
higher level? Further data is provided to answer the following study
questions: 1) Can Freire's pedagogy be useful to educators in the
United States; and 2) What are some of the individual, social and
cultural barriers to critical consciousness in public schools?
Methodology
The original study design required that data be collected through
a pretest and posttest control group design in which two groups were
to be administered identical tests at the beginning and end of the
consciousness-raising activity model. One group would participate in
the process, while the other group would serve as a control. Several
10
problems were encountered once the study was underway resulting in
changes in study methodology. The control group became unavailable.
The pretests and posttests each required a minimum of two hours and
teachers were unable to donate the time with no recompense. The pre-
test was given to the experimental group . Due to an illness the researcher
was not available for an extended time period. It was determined that
the posttest would be statistically meaningless because of the possibility
of diverse variables impacting on participants during the span from the
end of the consciousness-raising activities until the test could have been
given.
Consequently, the model was changed to a one time case study
approach. This design would permit the inclusion of all variables in a
detailed account, thus permitting future researchers to choose which
variables were most important. Consciousness-raising is a new field and
perceptual change is difficult to measure with existing measurements.
Further, the data provided through a case study approach will permit
future researchers to develop instruments to measure more precisely
perceptual change resulting from the implementation of the model.
The study population consisted of volunteers who were teachers
or staff in the junior or senior high school in a school district in the
Northeast United States. There was no attempt to control variables
according to age, race, sex, or years of teaching experience. Re-
searcher bias was reduced to a minimum through this random selection
process
.
Data for the study were collected through fourteen group sessions.
Information on each session included: 1) what had been planned.
11
2) what actually occurred during the session
,
and 3) what were the
implications of each meeting. The original design included provisions
for audio and video taping of sessions. The group disallowed these
forms of data collection.
The structural outline for the group’s process followed Freire’s
concept of ’’praxis,” or naming, reflecting and transforming. Naming
became identifying the group’s needs and stresses; reflecting was the
group’s sharing of perceptions about factors contributing to their stress,
and transforming translated into the group’s selection of action which
was then taken collectively to correct the situation.
Outline of Dissertation
The organization of the study is as follows: Chapter I includes
a description of the historical and economic context in which schooling
takes place, as well as a statement of the problem and an overview of
the methodology used for the study. Chapter II contains a detailed
exploration of the educational movements including Progressive and
Experimental Education in which Dewey was involved; Social Recon-
structionist thinking which was a branch of Dewey’s work; Structure
of Disciplines Movement which developed from Bruner’s thinking; Neo-
Behaviorism which is championed by Skinner; Humanistic Psychology
which is rooted in existential philosophy and Freire’s Pedagogy which
is the analytic tool used throughout the dissertation. Chapter III
describes the purpose and procedures used in the dissertation; a
description of the population and setting involved in the study and a
statement about the limitations inherent in this work. Chapter IV is
12
a detailed account of each of the fourteen sessions held with the group.
Chapter V is an analysis of Chapter IV in terms of the facilitator’s
perceptions and actions at the time of the study’s implementation, as
well as a Freirian analysis and evaluation of the courses. Chapter VI is
a summary of the findings and hypotheses of the study with recommenda-
tions for further research, and discussion of the major difficulties
confronting the facilitator.
13
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: FROM DEWEY TO FREIRE--
A CRITIQUE OF PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICE
Introduction ;
This chapter provides an overview of six major philosophies that
have contributed to contemporary educational theory; Dewey’s ideas
about progressive education; social reconstructionism, a unique branch
of progressive education; Skinner’s neo-behaviorism; the structure of
disciplines movement; humanistic psychology and Freire's pedagogy. The
discussion of these six schools of thought examines: 1) the nature of
the human being; 2) the nature of the vjorld, 3) the relationship of
education to society, and 4) the relationship of education to the individual.
The discussion of each theory will examine the relationship
between the school of thought and Freire’s pedagogy. This examination
will attempt to demonstrate that while Freire’s pedagogy is a radical
extension of progressive educational thought his work is qualitatively
different from previous developments in progressive education.
Finally, Chapter II will identify those aspects from progressive
educational theory that are evident in Freire’s pedagogy and which
influenced the development of this study.
A basic premise of this study is that schooling in the United
States is oppressive and in need of change. Further, since
progressive
15
16
educators achieved only limited success in efforts toward educational
reform, present-day innovators must be aware of what ideas and practices
have been tried. Such a discussion must seek to identify reasons for
resistance to past reform efforts.
Chapter II encompasses an overview of philosophical leaps in
progressive educational theory, disclosing the points of controversy and
divergence. This analysis provides a framework for teacher in-service
education regarding the sources of oppression from which this study’s
approach was designed. Furthermore, it proposes that Freire's ’’praxis"
as a method has potential in accomplishing formidable revisions within
education and therefore society itself.
Freire’s approach is relied upon because it attends to the basic
content and practices within schools, as did all other theories, but this
pedagogical theory intentionally includes the political, economic and
cultural factors that produce educational problems. This chapter
reaffirms the basic ideas that have originated from the progressive-
humanistic schools of thought. As a result, it logically obliges inclusion
of a broad-scoped societal context so that educational change can occur.
Chapter II presents the philosophical-social views that clarify how this
study’s approach differs from other progressive educational attempts
for change.
Tenets of Progressive Education :
When Dewey’s work appeared in the late 1800’s, he was accused
of being amoral and unethical because he rejected the centuries-old notion
held by traditionalists of an immutable reality fixed by absolute truth.
17
Dewey was deeply effected by Darwin's theory of evolution and the
scientific approach to living and learning. He accepted the evolutionary
concept. He believed that change was the basis of reality and that the
possibilities for change and creation were infinite.^
In accordance with the idea that reality is in constant change,
truth becomes relative in Dewey's theory and the human being then
assumes a place as master artist of society and culture. The human being
potentially has the intellectual and creative power to shape reality and
truth by determining what structures and paths will mediate the changes
to occur. Dewey replaced traditional values of absolute goodness and
predetermined truth with an appreciation for the potential inherent within
the ideals of freedom and democracy.
The context of freedom and democracy for the ever changing and
creative human being was a logical consequence to Darwin's and Dewey's
theories of evolution. The human being must have freedom of choice and
opportunity in order to create new societal structures within a range of
infinite possibilities. In addition, each individual has creative power
and the society must therefore afford opportunity for all creative beings
to take part in shaping the society and even global destiny. Democracy
was the only ideology considered by Dewey to provide the freedom and
. . ,
3
opportunity necessary for creative change.
Dewey establishes democracy as the proper social-political
system for mediating change and enhancing growth of both the society
and individuals. Each individual is to be responsible for reforming
democratic institutions as the need arises. The individual is both
the sculptor and parent of society . Dewey believed that the citizenry
18
in a democracy needed more than the skill of intellectual recall. On the
other hand, traditionalists assumed the existence of knowable reality, and
concluded that those who possessed the greatest span of knowledge
naturally provided leadership in directing society. In contrast, Dewey’s
relativistic vision saw many realities as possible or valid. Therefore
intellectual recall was only one skill among many that was needed to
direct a pluralistic reality always in flux.^
It was the school, according to Dewey, in which students learned
all the necessary skills to become citizens of a democracy. The primary
goal of education was to develop good citizens for a democracy through
fostering emotional, physical, psychological, as well as intellectual
... 5
abilities. Dewey believed that assimilation into the mainstream of society
was a common good, because elements of democracy—freedom and
creativity—would develop stronger if citizens were to contribute equally.
Schools were expected to aid in assimilating young people into society and
by doing so contribute to the development of a citizenry compatible to
the development of democracy. Dewey posited that an individual could
not function fully as a creative, free being unless that person had a
0
meaningful and central place within society.
The primary learning process utilized in Dewey’s progressive
7
alternative schools was the scientific method of inquiry. Since the
responsibilities for maintaining democracy rested in the hands of citizens,
Dewey saw as most relevant the experimental, problem-solving mechanisms
of education . Students were to be provided an educational environment
rich in materials so that experimentation would lead to learning by
19
generating motivation and innovation. Learning projects were to be
determined ideally by the child’s interests while the teacher served as
an advisor. The teacher was to give direction only when students could
no longer proceed without intervention. The curriculum was to reflect
the needs of young people as they determined them and in keeping with
the progressive stand, that all facets of the individual were to be
developed. Dewey believed that by allowing students to follow their
interests in learning
,
preparation for their eventual involvement within
a pluralistic democracy was occurring. Choice and scientific method
were being exercised and concomitant to students persuing their
interests, respect for others who had different spheres of interests
would result.
Dewey thought the teacher should work basically in two ways.
The teacher was to be a guidance counselor or an advisor as students
followed their chosen path of inquiry. Also the teacher was to construct
a rich learning environment from which the student could choose a number
g
of positive directions. Dewey was very concerned about providing a
setting whereby scientific approaches to problem-solving would occur
whether the area of study was personal, academic or social. The criteria
for evaluating the learning environment was how well it provided
opportunity to apply the scientific method to problem-solving.
The teacher’s relationship to the child was to be that of an
advocate with a ready array of remarks that only suggested, but never
directed. The teacher was not to make decision on behalf of students.
The teacher was to remain objective. These dual roles ascribed to
teacher and student was based on democracy’s need for citizens to know
20
how to make acceptable decisions. The relationship between teacher and
student as described by Dewey, was a reversal of the prevailing tradition.
Until Dewey’s formulations, the teacher was to decide and prescribe the
direction and content of a student's learning.^ In Dewey's approach the
teacher is expected to support the student’s initiatives by providing
materials relevant to the child’s interests which may be appropriate to
the learning experience.
Progressive educational theory articulated by Dewey eventually
gave rise to a faction, the experimentalists, who rejected "child-centered"
education citing how impractical, unrealistic and romantic it was.^^
During the late 1920’s, Dewey and his followers began to re-evaluate
their thinking and practice. Until this time, progressives had focused
entirely upon the needs and interests of the child in the educational
process, and all curriculum reflected the students’ directives in learning.
Experimentalists diverged from these progressives purporting that "child-
centeredness" was a reaction against the rigidity of the teacher-dominated
traditional classroom and therefore often resulted in a permissive
sentimentality. They saw the limitations on individual freedom imposed by
a societal reality. Although experimentalists retained the progressive
ideas that education is the means through which needs are satisfied, they
11
redefined needs to include situational as well as personal ones.
According to this theory, an individual’s need is one factor among many
to be considered. These situations of "need" were to lead to inquiry so
as to provide the knowledge to change the conditions that produced the
12
need. They also explored what constituted "reliable knowledge."
Their description of the process for obtaining reliable knowledge
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consisted of first, perceiving the needs of the situation; second,
collecting data about the needs, i.e., the history of the situation and
the people involved, etc.
; third, from the collected information, the
investigator was to infer meanings by which some action should be
recommended to resolve the problem. To this group of educational
theorists, knowledge was the sum total of the needs, collected data,
inferences and tested conclusions of the process of inquiry. Thus, the
experimentalists placed a greater importance on scholarship and acquired
knowledge. Both early progressives and experimentalists required
scientific or the empirical mode of study. The experimentalists singled
out critical intelligence as the major objective of education rather than
the development of happy children experienced in decision making.
Further, they advocated a broader inquiry to enable students to solve
problems resulting from personal and environmental factors.
Both groups agreed that democracy and freedom were the only
legitimate ideological conditions by which individual needs would be
attended to and from which critical intelligence could flourish. The later
progressives maintained that the democracy provided dialogue among
equals, while experimentalists emphasized that by developing intelligence
and knowledge, what occurred in a democratic society could be appraised.
With this emphasis on scholarship and intellectual rigor, the role
of the teacher varied. The teacher was to make critical selection of
activities which would provide opportunity for students to apply research
13
skills and to develop valid conclusions from this process. In other
words, the teacher was expected to plan a series of objective activities
within specific conditions so that students would ultimately learn to
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interpret their experience taking into consideration as many factors as
possible
.
The experimentalists’ variations in educational theory stemmed
primarily from the upheavals in the economy at the time: the stock
market crash which led to the 1930's depression. A tighter link was
established between the development of an individual and the society as
it functions and vice versa.
A central issue addressed by educators concerning ’’child-centered"
teaching was the ability of the child to determine the content of educational
programs. Since the teacher was to follow the inclinations and needs of
the students, the question of whether or not young people can know what
they will need or need presently is an important point of debate. The
early progressives maintained that students who learned through their
own priority systems would retain the information and learning skills by
undergoing this process. In other words, the self-directed learner could
bring those skills of how to solve problems to any situation because their
learning process was internalized.
This perspective, although held by early Dewey contradicted
another of Dewey’s premises about education; namely that schools should
develop good citizens . Good citizens see themselves as part of a
collective effort and must be aware of the realities of the society.
Education which is future-oriented as the goal of creating good citizens
implies, cannot function in a present-time vacuum, which
child-centered
education c - nss.^^ This contradiction between child-centeredness
and
developing good citizens was central to the development
of experimentalist
ideas
.
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At the other end of the continuum is a view which precedes
Dewey and the early progressives. This position is based on the
assumption that young people are totaUy unfit or unable to decide any
course of educational programming or action. Dewey’s theory emerged
as a reaction against the rigidity of this thinking, for he believed that
education should create good citizens through increasing the range of
behaviors a person had. In a democracy effective citizenship involves
knowing how to make decisions and solve problems. Being told what,
how and when to take prescribed action does not train one for later
roles. Further, this form of instruction may develop selected behaviors,
but the ability to interact in new ways, unprescribed ways is untouched
since creativity and taking responsibility for one’s nees is unfostered.
Because the resources of the student are not recognized as valuable or
legitimate in this view, both teachers and students conform to established
societal norms of interaction and roles.
A third or middle position concerning child-centered education is
’’freedom without license.” This is the essence of the experimentalists
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revision of Dewey’s ’’child centered approach.” In this case, the
curriculum reflects the needs of the child, and contains limitations and
additions that reflect the insights and goals of the educators involved.
The aims were to correct the indulgence and romanticism of the earlier
progressives and address the realities of society without the prescriptive
rigidities of the traditionalists. The students were to learn the scientific
problem-solving method which would enable them to address any problem
within the society through following the child’s inclinations toward
learning. At the same time, prescribed lessons were to inform the
youngsters about societal realities.
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Dewey and his followers underwent "praxis" as defined by Freire.
Dewey named reality, in this case educational content and practice, in
ways which had never been done before. He developed a philosophy
which stemmed from a detailed analysis of the human being, the ideal
society and the relationship of the individual to the society. He then
enumerated the educational process which he saw as most enhancing to
the philosophical picture he had painted. Dewey "named" and "reflected"
upon reality as it was then defined and structured, and then "trans-
formed" that reality by establishing alternative schools in which his new
approach to and vision about the world and education were actualized.
His vision emanated from a sense or awareness of the oppressive aspects
of traditional educational theory and practice. Dewey renamed, re-
analyzed and then created a new educational reality in his schools.
It is within this context that Dewey and his followers questioned
the concept of "child centered education" as being "too romantic" and
too reactionary against the rigidity of formal education. In some senses,
childToehteredness created the very problems traditional educators
feared ; a lack of discipline , a lack of preparation for tomorrow in
practical terms and a loss of an historical context . The progressives
eventually saw that their own thinking was part of the problem. The
experimentalists, therefore, renamed reality once again. This is
praxis; the unending spiral of deepening awareness.
The experimentalists were concerned that there was not enough
attention paid to surviving social, political and economic realities. The
values for full development of the child did not change, and the
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scientific method of inquiry was still held in great esteem. What did
change was the increased recognition of the individual’s need to prepare
for survival struggles in the society through fostering specific academic
and vocational skills.
Tenets of Social Reconstructionism :
The social reconstructionists were progressive educators who had
been adherents of Dewey's progressive theory of education until the
stock market crash and the ensuing depression. This movement led by
Harold Rugg, George Counts, and Theodore Brameld advocated a new
vision about the relationship between the individual and society while
retaining many of the progressive philosophical ideas developed by their
mentor. While accepting the necessity for freedom, dialogue and
community to foster the development of the human being intellectually,
emotionally and culturally, the social reconstructionists postulated that
Dewey’s theory and practice were impossibilities within a capitalistic
1 fi
competitive society. In other words, the social reconstructionists
maintained that the economic structure had to change before progressive
philosophy and pedagogy could have the power to alter the nature of
the society.
Rugg and others believed that Dewey’s alternative schools were
being used by the capitalists as subtle forms of propaganda, for
Dewey’s schools were spotlighted as democratic educational institutions.
The real function for public schooling was to create and provide a reliable
work force, and Dewey's schools were obscuring this purpose. Further,
the social reconstructionists saw the central relationship between the
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individual and society as economic and schools had no power to change
the relationship or provide equal opportunity and fuU human development.
This group, therefore, maintained that educators either functioned to
initiate another economic structure or they helped maintain the capitalist
system. There was no neutral education.
In addition, although this group saw the scientific method as
useful, the social reconstructionists placed a greater emphasis on
creativity in learning than science. They believed that the orientation
needed to create a society in which progressive values could be fully
realized demanded a creative rather than an intellectual approach to
change. They envisioned ah individual utilizing critical intelligence to
perceive the problem and to visualize possible alternative solutions with
the creative power and skill to actualize the solutions. Concommitant with
this view, they distinguished from among the population those who were
most able to perform creatively in a democratic society. The artists
were to be the political and educational elite whose mission it was to teach
artistic vision and skill to the masses. They referred to methods of
teaching as persuasion, myth, religion and group dynamics to foster
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deliberate social planning.
Experimentalist and Social Reconstructionist
Theory; A Comparison ~
The central questions which the social reconstructionists’ theory
raised were the possibility of education acting as an agent for economic
equality; the role of science and creativity in learning and the possibility
of having leadership without elitism.
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As was stated earlier, the social reconstructionists rejected
education as a means for achieving economic equality. The idea that
education could regulate wealth in this society was based on the denial
of the economic and political relationships that existed. All teachers,
content and methods reflected the political and economic elite of the
country. This stance is perhaps the sharpest difference between the
social reconstructionists and other progressives. The experimentalists
did not address this relationship on a political or economic level.
The difference in perceptions about the relationship of schooling
to the larger society led to other fundamental disputes between the two
groups. With differing ends, the means of instruction logically differed
as well. Although experimentalists and social reconstructionists both
rejected child-centered education and both advocated instead a more
active and prescriptive role for the teacher, the experimentalists
maintained the centrality of scientific method. Scientific inquiry was
both the ends and means of later progressive education. Teachers were
to teach students to problem-solve through scholastic inquiry. The
social reconstructionists, however, were more concerned with social
planning as a goal of education. Where the experimentalists wanted
to develop good citizens who could make responsible decisions within the
existing structure, social reconstructionists wanted to develop individuals
who could create societies. Problem-solving connoted the ability to
work within existing norms and institutions, while creativity connoted
working beyond present-day order and reality.
The last major issue that social reconstructionist theory poses
is the assumption that an elite is needed to create a
new social order.
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Creative vision and artistry are essential in forming new realities and
institutions, in that the broadest range of vision will be helpful regard-
less of the area of activity. Teaching people to think and act from a
position of perceptual depth and creativity is enhancing to the goal of
social planning. The question is, however, must the artistic vision
maintain control of politics and economics to ascertain the new society's
success? There is a contradiction between the social reconstructionists
criticism of the capitalistic system which controls the majority by the few
wealthy ruling class families, and their advocating replacing one elite
with another. If the assumption is that some individuals hold the "key"
information
,
and other data and talents are secondary
,
then the basic
process of educational indoctrination is unavoidable. Induction into the
prescribed mold of thinking and acting does not foster creativity, even
when the goal is to teach creative and artistic interaction with the world.
The medium through which a lesson is presented is as much a statement
about what is valued as the content.
Tenets of Neo-Behaviorism:
Neo-Behaviorism became popular in the 1950’s when the United
States was involved with the Korean War and the military-industrial
complex was solidifying its control over vast sectors of the country and
the world. Automation and corporate perogatives were the pivotal
realities and determinants of the decade. Neo-behavorism with its
emphasis on efficiency in learning was very attractive to the corporate
controUers, since efficiency in training could provide well-prepared
workers in shorter periods of time at less cost
.
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The major proponent for neo-behaviorism is B
. F. Skinner, who
is the author of numerous works including Walden II and Beyond Dignity
and Freedom . Skinner’s theory and practice have been popularized as
behavior modification. Neo-behaviorism is the farthest extension of
Darwin’s theory that change is the nature of the universe. Skinner
attacked any notion about the human being which infers an unchanging
nature or state. According to him, all generalizations or statements
about human nature, and human interaction in the world are meaningless
and inappropriate. Dignity and freedom are antiquated, romantic
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concepts which presuppose an underlying truth about the world.
According to Skinner’s theory, only definitions based on scientific
inquiry about a specific person’s behavior, in a specific place at a
specific time and under specific conditions can be made and held as
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useful information. Any other kind of statement implies stasis which
is contradictory to the evolutionary vision of the world. In light of this
stand, Skinner defines the human as an active organism. In other words,
a living being is action, and only visible behavior is credible and useful
in defining the organism. Concepts, such as, ’’thought,” ’’motivation”
and ’’intention” are irrelevant because they cannot be measured in
behavioral terms and they artificially divide the human being into
internal and external parts. These words, according to Skinner, refer
to aspects of activity that are not measurable as yet. They are activity
and do not determine a human nature that remains unchanged and
unchanging. Instead of assuming that there is ”a” human nature, which
can be discovered by asking ’’why” someone does something, Skinner
explores the individual by asking how, when and where does s/he
function.
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The scientific approach to living and learning that Skinner
advocates is viewed as the most direct route to freedom. Given that
human nature is in a constant process of activity and change, freedom to
undergo those movements is essential. Skinner believes that by pro-
gramming individuals well, they will be more able to continually change
25
and act in new ways. Skinner sees learning as a science and that by
controlling and reducing all variables during a lesson, an individual will
learn efficiently and well. After completing one level of programmed
instruction, new levels of activity are possible.
Learning is defined as giving the right answer and/or behavioral
response to a question or stimulus. Instead of "hit or miss" learning
experiences, Skinner applies experimental controls upon the program, and
the student. Since behavior, including unmeasurable aspects of behavior
such as thinking and feeling, is viewed as being totally conditioned by
family and society, neo-behaviorists believe that all human action is
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predictable. "Free will" and spontaneity are concepts that these
scientists reject. All activity is conditioned and spontaneity is always
within the predetermined margins. Skinner argues that since all are
learning through prescription and conditioning, that more conscious
control should be given to the learning experience. Hence, programmed
instruction or behavior modification is Skinner's attempt to "capitalize"
upon the human processes of living and learning.
Skinner's process is different from Pavlovian conditioning in that
the former is concerned with social and intellectual activity , while the
latter concentrated upon physical responses to survival need stimuli.
Programmed instruction attempts to shape human behavior through "operant
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conditioning," which is a series of consistent external responses to the
personis action. The person's actions are either reinforced immediately
or ignored depending upon their correctness or appropriateness. The
action or proper response is reinforced until the behavior becomes a part
of the person's repertoire, and external controls are no longer necessary
for the person to act in accordance with the lesson.
In Skinner's programming, the possibility of wrong answers is
minimized as much as possible by dividing any desired behavior into its
smallest parts. Success is viewed as the best reinforcer for developing
desired behavior, so that all lessons are developed with reducing the
number of errors possible. Shaping techniques are introduced in cases
where appropriate responses are not given under the optimal conditions
described above. In these instances, the person is reinforced for
"approximate simulations" of the desired behavior. In this way, the
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student is gradually conditioned to give the correct answer or response.
The role of teacher in Skinner's programmed learning is greatly
altered from other models of teaching. The educator functions as a
liaison between the student and the proper programmed instructional
lesson. The teacher does not develop lessons or interact with the learner.
The program developer structures the environment and determines the
sequential steps for a specific behavioral task. The students interact
with learning machines where s/he can see immediately if the right answer
was given. In cases where behavioral change is the goal, the teacher
acts as a reinforcer through giving attention or reward for appropriate
29
response.
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Progressive and Neo-Behaviorist Theory
The controversy between progressives and neo-behaviorists
centers around the differing theories of human nature and the role of
empiricism in relation to the human being. The progressives maintain
that the human being is a creative, flexible and spontaneous organism
which is capable of invention and change. Empiricism and scientific
inquiry are methods and perspectives which human beings employ to
continue and develop mastery over the environment in a creative sense.
Skinner, conversely, maintains that the human organism is malleable,
conforming and totally determined by the society and surroundings.
Progressive psychologists and educators use the scientific method
to explore certain aspects of human development and interaction
,
but the
nature of the human being is irreducible and unchanging. The human
being is creative, flexible, spontaneous and master of her/his fate.
Skinner, on the other hand, defines the human being totally through
behavior. He rejects any notion of "nature” as dualistic, static and
regressive. Separation of mind from behavior, and feelings from thought
or action is to disect and categorize the individual into arbitrary and
artificial pieces. To assert the existence of "a nature" is to contradict
evolution. Skinner, therefore, employs empiricism and scientific
inquiry to the human being as a whole. He maintains that there are no
aspects of the human being as an active organism which cannot be
measured
,
reproduced or developed through operant conditioning
practices
.
In order to explore the issue of conditioning and ultimately the
nature of the human being, it is necessary to discuss Skinner’s
theory
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of learning. If a person acts in a certain way, does that mean that s/he
has learned the behavior or is it merely conformity? Does a person
"learn" as a result of being reinforced systematically or is the person
merely conforming to what is presented? To discern between conscious
learning and conforming behavior, we must depend upon verbal responses
to questions about motivation. Critical thinking indicates that rules
underlying behavior have been learned, because value judgements are
based upon approximations of rules. For example, a determination of
the degree of logic in an argument is prescribed by the degree to which
the argument follows the established rules of logic. Behavior reflecting
discrimination within choices implies learning has occurred.
When behavior, on the other hand, is labelled as habit or
curiosity, etc.
,
that behavior may be termed conforming in nature. The
scientist
,
such as Skinner could hold verbal responses suspect as
indicators of proof of learning, since language may or may not be a
measurable behavior. The question, therefore, becomes could the
behaviorist condition verbal response withovit any learning of the rules
governing language? Linguists predominantly say, "No." Lang-uage
develops through linguistic patterns regardless of the familiarity with
the patterns. Research indicates that rules g-overning language are
not learned through operant conditioning. In other words, children
create their responses to linguistic patterns even when the rules are
unfamiliar. This would indicate that all human behavior could be
conditioned. This issue, however, is not settled since data is still
inconclusive. This discussion is significant because it may
determine
which learning theory and definition of the human being is
the most
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accurate. If language is learned without awareness of rules, behaviorism’s
assumption that the human being is totally comprised of learned behavior
is reinforced and vice versa.
From a Freirian analysis, Skinner’s renaming of the nature of the
human being is a marked improvement in some respects to traditional •
thinking, which divided the organism in pejorative ways. A major
weakness with Skinner’s theory emerges, however, when it is applied
to educational process and goals. His insistence upon scientific
determination of development and learning results in a one-dimensional
vision of growth. This narrowness results from his attempt to transfer
the objectivity or neutrality of the scientific method to that of the whole
learning process. He has assumed that learning is neutral. For, if a
teacher pairs a young person with an individualized lesson and system-
atically presents a sequence of steps that will take the student from
point A to point B, then learning has taken place. There is no room for
dialogue about why this is a relevant lesson or what the context is which
necessitates the learning of this information.
Further, if we define education as "increasing the range of
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activity of the human being," then it can be assumed that parallels
and connections must be made from lesson to lesson. In order to determine
what lessons are relevant and irrelevant and how they are related,
certain value judgements must be made. Skinner does not make provision
for this realm of analysis. Finally, Skinner does not recognize
"intentionality" as real since it cannot be measured behaviorally . There
is a distinct weakness in this omission since, for example, two people
may
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makG the exact statement, ’’Blacks should be separate.” Depending upon
the "intention” of the speaker, that statement means totally different
things. One person may want to avoid Blacks because of racist attitudes,
while another may mean that black communities need time
,
space and non-
interference from whites to undo the wrongs that were done. Skinner
makes no provision for this type of difference in intention and meaning.
Skinner does not see education as serving political ends, although
in his books he does present learning as being determined in content
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and process by those in power. Since those in power are the progp^am
designers who have more information about structuring learning, the need
for dialogue to share perceptions is of no consequence. The questions,
who is to design the program and for what ends, become very serious
when Skinner’s utopian picture is that one person controls the entire
conditioning process of the society. In this society, where capitalism
controls the lives of the people in order to maintain and increase the
profits of the owners, Skinner’s method and lack of analysis of the
political and economic nature of education is inherently reinforcing to
the established inequalities.
Tenets of the Structures of the Discipline Movement
The Structures of the Disciplines Movement became predominant
after World War II, and reached its height in the late 1950’s and early
1960’s. The political perspective behind this educational view was that
the national interest and economic development were the central motiva-
tions for schooling. What the economy needed was what the
educational
system stressed and reinforced. The determination of the individual
s
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development in terms of economic and national need was unquestioned.
This movement defines the individual solely in terms of intellectual
power and excellence of performance.^^ The emotional, physical and
social aspects of people are considered relevant only as far as they foster
high intellectual achievement. The only goal of schooling is to develop
intellectual abilities which in turn help to maintain the nation’s global
economic dominance. The supporters of the Structures of the Disciplines
Movement maintain that their approach to education reduces racism
,
sexism and classism because only a person’s performance would be criteria
for judging a person’s worth. In this way, these educators believe that
job discrimination and unfair competition based on race, sex or class
would be eliminated. Finally, the Structures of Disciplines Movement
concludes that the leaders of the economy and government should be those
individuals who emerge as intellectually superior through fair competition
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within schools. These individuals are the best qualified to uphold the
country’s interests, since they outdid their competition.
The goal of education is to develop intellectually superior
individuals who are able to acquire thinking skills and high retention of
accepted knowledge. Knowledge is defined by Jerome Bruner, whose
theory serves as the theoretical basis of the movement, as the ’’labels
people place on ’regularities of experience’ in an attempt to bring order
to chaos. These ’’regularities of experience” constitute ’’discipline
areas” which are comprised of a specific set of ideas or components and
the methods for transmitting or teaching the area of knowledge. Finally,
the organizational principles in the determination of a discipline or
areas of knowledge are: 1) the discipline must simplify a diversity of
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facts; 2) the discipline must contain areas open to research that will
expand the concepts within the specific field; and 3) the discipline must
be useful in gaining control over chaotic elements in reality.
An illustration of a discipline is language. This area of knowledge
is comprised of labels such as "words," "syntax," "tense," "parts of
speech," "sentence," "paragraph" and "communication." These labels
facilitate gaining control over an apparently chaotic and diverse
phenomenon in the universe—the spoken and written language.
Linguistics is the component of this discipline which is concerned with
developing new information about language and its structure. Finally,
language’s pedagogy ranges from diagramming sentences to scientific
exploration of babies’ speech patterns. Each method attempts to reduce
the concept into its parts.
The structuring reality into areas of knowledge is supposed to
deepen awareness about the world because facts presented within a
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context have more meaning and usefulness than random ideas. Further,
these disciplines pose questions and areas for exploration which fosters
thinking rather than passive learning of facts. Thinking is the intellectual
power to manipulate knowledge to one’s advantage. The structure of a
discipline, by its very nature, models the ability to categorize and mold
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reality
.
Bruner and Piaget ;
Bruner’s definition of knowledge as "labels to explain 'regularities
of experience’" parallels Piaget’s work, in that Piaget proports that
assimilation and accommodation are internal processes through which
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random facts in the environment are structured and organized/^ This
comparison is significant to this study because Piaget's and Freire's
descriptions of the relationship of the individual with the environment
are complementary in many respects. Both Piaget and Freire define
knowledge as "the process of interacting with the environment," and
both theoreticians maintain that thinking is developed through activity
that furthers one’s relationship with the world. Bruner’s theory of
knowledge, although paralleling Piaget’s internal organizing principle,
differs from Freire and Piaget in two ways. First, Bruner defines
knowledge as a body of facts and ideas; an entity which can be trans--
mitted, whereas Piaget and Freire view knowledge as a process of inter-
action. Second, Bruner makes a clear distinction between learning and
thinking, and yet the theory proposes to prescribe thinking by determin-
ing what the students should think about. In other words, Bruner’s
theory dismisses passive learning and then utilizes a prescriptive method
to develop creative thinking skills. Piaget and Freire see learning and
thinking as the result of activity which the students determine is
necessary to transform their environment.
Bruner and Dewey :
Bruner’s ideas of thinking and learning stem from the scientific
method and therefore complement Dewey’s work. Both theoreticians
envisioned education as developing citizens who could solve problems
and use knowledge for the betterment and maintenance of society
.
Dewey would take issue , however , with the educational definition of the
human being as primarily centering upon the intellectual capacities, for
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Dewey maintained that society needed people with social as well as
intellectual skills.
Bruner and Skinner :
Bruner’s and Skinner’s educational goals are very different.
Bruner differentiated between "learning,” and "thinking" in the
educational process. Bruner wanted education to enable individuals to
creatively manipulate knowledge to attain control over the environment
and to invent more organizing structures for knowledge. Skinner’s
programmed instruction is "learning" in the Bruner sense, for the student
is incorporating facts without necessarily understanding "why" or "how"
the facts are interrelated. Further, the student may "know" the facts
without being able to translate that information into generalizations or
action
.
It is conceivable that Skinner’s programmed learning could teach
students the underlying structures which determine a discipline. Since,
however, the goal of Bruner’s educational process is to enable individuals
to build from previous knowledge, then part of the instructional
experience must be beyond programmed instruction. The student must
be able to manipulate and control information and structures to transcend
what is already known. There is little or no provision for this phase of
education in Skinner’s work. Students functioning within programmed
instruction must remain passive and conforming, or in Bruner's sense
"learning." The programmer is in control of the information and is the
only one who manipulates the data within the educational process.
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Context of Structures of Disciplines Movement ;
The Structures of Disciplines Movement was and is fostered in
schools to insure the United States’ global economic dominance. In light
of this goal being virtually unquestioned during its inception and
promulgation, it is important to note that vast sectors of the world’s
population view this global economic dominance as oppressive and unjust.
This perspective is important because it raises the question as to whether
or not schools are developing political leaders who use exceptional
intellectual abilities to maintain unjust relationships on a global scale.
It is ironic that the theory of knowledge used by proponents of the
Structure of the Disciplines Movement stresses the importance of learning
facts and taking action within the established contexts and structures,
does not address the potentially global oppressive nature of the goals
of education.
A basic fallacy of the Structures of the Disciplines Movement’s
theory is the belief in equal opportunity. Equal opportunity is prohibited
in a number of ways in the schools and the economy . First , public
schools are financed largely by property taxes obtained from local home
owners. The majority of poor and/or Third World urban residents do
not own or control real estate, so that their schools are financed by what
the city can provide. The teachers, materials and resources are limited
by the available funds. Children attending these schools are not
receiving the same quality of education that the white-middle-class
parents are able to provide for their youngsters. Equal opportunity is
an unrealizable goal when the educational opportunities are shaped by
unequal sources of money
.
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Second, the academic content areas, methods of instruction, and
criteria for judging intelligence and performance are reflective of the
economic controlling group's values and life-styles.'^^ Children from
backgrounds in which the schools' areas of study are part of their
history; where their relationships with adults outside of school has been
reinforcing their scholastic growth, and whose development has been
shaped.: according to the accepted norms of excellence found in schools
,
will have a better chance for success in educational competition than
children whose backgrounds and development have taken other paths.
Children whose history, literature and cultural expression are not taught
in schools; whose relationships with teachers are strained by racism, and
fear, and whose behavior has been shaped through cultural values and
' patterns that may contradict those in schools, have to learn all the
requirements of the schools in order to succeed according to societal
standards. Where the white middle class child has little or no difficulty
adjusting to school, the poor and/or Third World child has cultural and
economic barriers to overcome in order to compete.
Finally
,
an educational process which is geared to maintain U . S
.
economic dominance must contradict the needs of those not in power
.
Schooling which is intended to perpetuate the hierarchical social and
economic relationships between workers and bosses and students and
teachers must prohibit the workers and students from realizing their
full potential. Realizing their full potential would entail taking more
power and structuring their learning and work experiences to fulfill
their needs rather than the desires of those in control
.
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Tenets of Humanistic Psychology ;
Humanistic psychology is based on a world view that gained
popularity during World War II when atrocities of concentration camps and
the world's devastation revealed profound contradictions in traditional
religious and social values and practices. Existentialism depicts the
world as a perpetual changing chaos where truth and reality are deter-
mined by individuals’ perceptions of the world. There is no good or
evil; there is only present reality which is solely determined by the
choices one makes in relation to the chaotic possibilities in the
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environment
.
The nature of the relationship between the individual and the
world is that of artist to canvas. The world is chaos and possibility,
while the individual structures and creates order through the choices and
actions one takes. The human condition cannot be avoided, for the
person who does not consciously choose or act still determines the world
by allowing chaos to prevail. Existentialism maintains that there is
nothing outside of the reality that one creates for oneself. Creativity
is an active process that occurs when a person transforms the present.
Human beings are in a perpetual process of growth , creativity and
becoming in each moment , and only through engaging in conscious choice
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and action is the human being fully human.
The existentialist does not relegate creativity to merely the artists
or craftspeople; everyone is creative and growing. Each person develops
through creative choice and action, so that any obstacle to everyone
taking creative action and realizing their power is viewed as oppressive.
For this reason , existentialist thinking often describes the
individual as
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pitted against the established order. The necessity to conform to
society removes the human being from creative aspects of her/his being.
The human being must make decisions and take action that transcends
what is given. Any structure which inhibits choice must be dehumanizing,
since the human being has no form except what is determined through
action based on choice. If the individual does not or cannot become
engaged with transforming the present
,
that person is maintaining
conformity or "inauthenticity" in the world by not doing anything else.
Humanistic psychology and its practitioners translated existential
philosophy into counseling and teaching. Existentialism’s applications
emerged in psychology and education through the works of Carl Rogers,
Gordon Allport and Abraham Maslow, et al. Although divergent in
approach to addressing the needs of the individual, all perceive the
human being as central to determining reality and that the process for
enabling a human being to change the world is through developing and
realizing all aspects of her/his being. The goal for humanistic therapy
and education is the actualizing of potential through a concentration
upon what is within the person.
Rogers, for example, developed a client-centered approach to
therapy which is characterized by its non-directiveness and faith in the
human being. This approach places the client in control of the sessions
by focussing upon the feelings and thoughts of the person with the
therapist acting as support and nurturer. In Rogers’ method the
therapist does not analyze or interpret the person’s feelings, but rather
enables the individual to determine those meanings for him or herself.
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Therapy is the unfolding of people to be themselves through attending
to those aspects of their being that are least developed.
Allport focusses directly on the individual’s ability to "transcend
through becoming." He maintains that the uniqueness of each individual
overcomes any cultural or group definition of the human being which '
attempts to confine or determine personality. Individuals create their
uniqueness and this emergence of the personality is the ultimate trans-
cendance and creation. In this approach, the client is directed to explore
facets of her or his being which are totally individual and to differentiate
between what is culturally determined and what is the natural aspects of
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the person.
Maslow formalized concepts of change and movement by labeling
and describing specific stages of human development. The theory
proposes that psychological development is a sequential and hierarchical
i
process through which the individual realizes his or her full and true
being. Each stage of the growth process is dependent upon the completion
of the previous phase, although a person may experience feelings and
needs at more than one level at a time. The degree to which the first
stages of psychological need are fulfilled determines the degree to which
other needs and stages will be realized. Maslow’s stages include
physiological needs, security needs, affiliation needs, recognition needs
and the need for self-actualization. If an individual does not have a
place to live and enough food to eat, that person’s needs for others to
recognize her or his accomplishments or existence will be only minimally
realized since all that person’s energies are directed toward satisfying
the physiological needs.
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Maslow's last stage, self-actualization, is the total fulfillment of
the individual’s potential. At this point, the person’s only concern is to
become as much of a human being as possible because the other needs
which focus primarily on one’s relationships with the world are
satisfactorily completed. The key concept in self-actualization is
potential, for when the psychological prerequisites for creativity are
completed, the possibilities for action and invention are enormous.
With the introduction of humanistic psychology and education,
school counseling and guidance changed from primarily vocational advising
to the enabling of students to make important life decisions through
increasing self-awareness. This self-awareness is increased through
making ’’self-evaluations” which enable the student to decide what aspects
of their personalities and lives need work and development. In addition
to changing the content and style of counseling in schools, existential
theory and humanistic psychology altered the role of teacher. Since
the purpose of education according to this theory is the development of
healthy selves who can create and self-actualize , the teacher is seen as
encouraging independent and creative expression. The roles of teacher
and guidance counselor are very similar within the humanistic frame-
work because both are concerned with enabling individuals to take
control over their choices and lives.
Humanistic psychologists and educators are generally opposed to
competition and strict discipline. These aspects of traditional schooling
are viewed as detrimental to increasing self-awareness and self-
actualization. Competition encourages the individual to assess him
or
herself in relation to others rather than evaluating one’s
development
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in relation to personal choices and obstacles. Strict discipline, too,
encourages behavior determined externally and therefore inhibits
development of self motivated action. In addition, behavior which may be
labeled as "undisciplined” or "disruptive" by authorities may be creative
responses to difficult internal problems or external situations according
to existentially oriented educators. If, for example, a student challenges
the relevance of a lesson or even refuses to do an assignment
,
the
humanistic educator may view this refusal as acting authentically; i.e.
,
acting in accord with one’s perceptions. The student's refusal to conform
may also be a rebellion against authority, etc. In either case, the
individual's action is viewed as a sequential process of development and
deserves respectful treatment rather than punishment.
Analysis of Existential and Humanistic Theories :
Existentialists offer the individual deep despair and great
hopefulness, for they propose that the universe is a chaotic void where
nothingness prevails and that the human being has infinite choice and
power to create and live. From this perspective, humanistic educators
and psychologists have sought to broaden the scope of research and
curriculum to include study of human values , attitudes , social interaction
and feelings. Underlying this approach is an unquestioned belief in the
power and spirit of the individual. Some may perceive this assumption
about the human being as romantic and/or a super-human idealism, for
human beings have been both agents of destruction and powerless
victims. The existentialist assumption that the world is the home and
domain of the existential being often translates into reality as a few shaping
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the majority’s relationship to the world, and the infinite possibility for
choice becomes the selecting of externally determined alternatives.
Although writers, such as Jean Paul Sartre and Albert Camus
view the societal pressures and mandates for conformity as obstacles to
the freedom needed for authentic choice, they do not suggest that
political action against restriction is morally correct or necessary. Choice
is right or wrong depending upon the individual’s sense of what is real
and good for her or him. This philosophy recognizes the deep alienation
from self and the world that results from oppressive societies, but the
proponents do not fully address the issue that an individual perceives
goodness or authenticity according to the conditioning the society has
imposed upon the individual, nor the fact that the prevailing patterns
and values of society are the only reality of which they are aware.
Humanistic educators are unique in relation to other theories of
education because there is an overt recognition of society’s negative
effects upon the individual. For this reason, humanistic education has
been criticized as being therapy rather than education. The distinction
between education and therapy in this area is that education develops
what has not been fostered before , while therapy addresses the
detrimental effects of under or deterred development. The educators
and psychologists concerned with existential thought address issues of
competition
,
conformity and materialism , but they do not directly explore
the effects of racism, sexism, or classism as fundamentally shaping the
personality in limiting ways.
Because humanistic educators include prescriptive content areas
of study as well as psychological growth, the expectations upon
the
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teacher are extremely high. The humanistic instructor must function
within a system which maintains the ignorance of self in students. The
demands for conformity in schools apply to the teachers as well as
students which further complicates the role of a humanistically oriented
teacher. The teacher, for example, is expected to encourage and foster
creativity and individual action while inducing students to study an
approved curriculum, and then to measure the psychological areas of
growth with traditional grading systems. Often, the teacher’s inability
to definitively measure the change or learning of students within the
psychological realm results in the schools rejecting this area of education
as peripheral at best and irrelevant in extreme.
Instructors who hold humanistically oriented values in education
are working within environments in which few if any of the resources and
social interactions reflect their beliefs. Teachers who allow students
freedom of action and who do not maintain strict discipline and control
are subject to criticism and subtle ridicule. Teachers who allow students
independence are often accused of not knowing how to control their
classes and of being inconsiderate of other teachers who have to then
contend with their students’ demands for the same freedoms. Finally,
the humanistic instructor must function with people who do not interact
in ways in which feelings, and attitudes are freely expressed. Teachers
are isolated from each other through the inability to express real feelings
as well as the structure of the school day and the isolated conditions in
which teachers work. Teachers are in separate rooms for most of the
day and free periods are used either for disciplinary overseeing or for
lesson planning and paper correction. The humanistic educator must
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function in a vacuum, and it is questionable whether people who must
conform to unhumanistic interaction and traditional educational standards
can provide self-actualizing environments for children. These difficulties
are not unlike the ones Dewey and other progressives were combatting
earlier, and why social reconstructionists were able to assert that
progressive education could not become a reality within the existing
economic and political structure.
Humanistic Education and Early Progressives:
A Comparison
The humanistic educators and Dewey, et al. view the individual as
the appropriate focus for schools and that all facets of the individual are
important. Both believe that all facets of the individual should be
fostered and developed because the human being is responsible for the
nature and functioning of society. Freedom and creativity are values
held in central positions in both existential and progressive educational
theories, since the human being must relate to and control a constantly
changing and objectively meaningless universe. The major difference
between the two groups is that Dewey and experimentalists believed
that individual growth had to include becoming "good citizens," whereas
the exitentialists focus solely upon the individual. The society funda-
mentally contradicts what the existentialist philosophy perceives as the
real nature of the world and the human being. Dewey asserts that the
individual has an obligation to take responsibility within a democracy , and
the existentialists maintain that responsibility is determined by the
individual and that growth and change occur both within and without
established contexts.
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Sine© til© int©rnal world of th© individual is th© primary area of
concern for humanistic practitioners
,
th© political and economic deter-
minants of psychological problems have not been adequately addressed.
For example, a Puerto Rican working class woman seeking assistance
from an existentially oriented therapist or educator whose concern is
the woman’s self-awareness in a psychological sense, will receive minimal
assistance in the sessions. The forces of racism, sexism and classism
do in fact have adverse effects upon people’s self-concepts. More
importantly, even with a good degree of self-awareness and confidence,
this, Third World worldng class woman faces large barriers to her taking
full control over her life. Humanistic psychologists are just becoming
more sensitive to these areas of human growth. Both Dewey and the
existentialists recognize the social implications of growth but neither
adequately address the institutionalized oppression upon the individual.
Neo-Behavorism and Existential Philosophy :
Although the humanistic philosophy and the neo-behaviorist
position both define the human being by the actions one takes in the
world, there are fundamental contradictions between the two schools of
thought . First , the neo-behaviorists do not perceive the individual as
creative, but rather as malleable and passive by nature. Second,
existentialist psychologists and educators address the ’’internal,
psychological states" of the individual, and neo-behaviorists do not
recognize the existence of any "internal state" because it is not measurable
in behavioral terms. The neo-behaviorists maintain that the concept of
"internal" reality is devisive and results in romanticizing and idealizing
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the human being. Third, the existentially oriented educators and
psychologists address the contradictions between personal freedom and
growth and social conformity. The neo-behaviorists perceive growth
only in terms of established procedures and content. Where the
humanistic educators want the student to take control over his or her
education, behaviorists maintain total control over lessons. Where the
humanistic educators develop social relationships and explore feelings,
neo-behaviorism relates to the student through mechanized program
instruction about intellectual constructs; feelings are not relevant or
recognized as genuine concepts about the human being.
These differences stem from radically divergent views about the
nature of the human being. Skinner, et al. maintain that the human
organism is active and malleable and ultimately "free" only when
conditioned fully to address the realities of the world. In an earlier
discussion, the question about learning and conformity raised the
possibility that not all behavior is conditioned. It appears that creative
structuring of experience takes place in the child when learning to speak.
Since this research by linguists is not complete, the nature of the human
being and its possible need for total external definition cannot be dis-
missed immediately. New research by Gerald Weinstein, et al. is attempting
to provide a schematic and behaviorally measurable approach to "internal
psychological levels of development." This research challenges the neo-
behaviorists contention that self-awareness and motivation are romantic
reference constructs. It is possible that this new research could
strengthen behavioral arguments by illustrating the possibility for
reducing all aspects of the human being to behavioral terms. This
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research also seeks to legitimize the existence of internal activity and
provides new curriculum to increase the range of self-awareness.
Skinner’s approach does not provide any procedures for increasing
the range of human behavior, whereas the humanistic orientation and
practice do. , Education is movement
,
not only in depth of content as
the behaviorists maintain, but in the scope and range of content and
process as well. For example, education may include the facts about the
relationship between whites and Native Americans in this country.
Behaviorists would provide a programmed lesson which presented all the
facts in a logical sequence, with even some analysis of the events included.
The humanistic educators would provide the analysis and facts of the
history combined with activities designed to address the meaning of this
history for the individual. The relationship between the learner and the
information is the key for increasing the range of responses and actions
in regard to the information provided by the lesson.
Structures of the Disciplines Movement
and Humanistic Education :
The proponents of the structures of the disciplines movement and
the existentialists have fundamental deviations from one another. First,
the structures of the disciplines movement is totally prescriptive in its
approach to educating the young. Since the disciplines and areas of
knowledge are defined totally by those who control information , the
student must incorporate that which is determined relevant to her/his
learning. The humanistic educator, on the other hand, approaches
the individual with activities which enable the students to explore their
own reality- structuring process. The difference between the two groups
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in this area is that one teaches a way of structuring and perceiving
reality
,
while the other provides channels for becoming aware that
everyone structures reality in order to create meaning.
Second, the structure of the disciplines’" movement focuses entirely
upon the intellectual potential and capabilities of the individual. The"
major concern is for the student to consume the given structures and
facts about a discipline and then to gain mastery over that discipline so
that they can manipulate existing information and invent new structures
within the discipline. The movement from learning to thinking is the goal
of the structures of the disciplines movement. The humanistic approach
recognizes the need for strong thinking skills, but does not perceive
thinking skills as necessarily more important than self-awareness or
skills in social interaction. The humanistic view is broader, in that it
contains the goal of Bruner's followers but is not defined by it.
Finally, humanistic educators would theoretically take issue with
the goals of schools being determined by the economic and political
needs of the country. Self-awareness, peer relationships, etc. may or
may not further the needs of the country’s economy, but the freedom and
provisions for exploring these areas are central for the humanistic
teacher to realize her/his goals of education. There is a contradiction
between shaping the educational process and content to fit the needs of
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larger society and allowing the individual to explore self and the world.
An overriding issue between and within the various theories is
the role of socialization in education. Skinner and the neo-behaviorists
represent one end of the continuum; i.e.
,
all behavior is conditioned and
beneficial because that reflects the true nature of the human being.
The
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other extreme, presented in the child-centered approach, viewed teacher
and society directives as interfering with the natural growth process of
the child. The continuum is a useful conceptual tool for educational
practitioners since one’s awareness of the political and economic aspects
of teaching determine the larger view of that role. Teachers who do not
consciously relate to the values and relationships that are inherently
present in schooling are maintaining a status quo that is questionable
at best.
Tenets of Freire’s Pedagogy :
The key concepts that Freire provides educators and social change
agents are: "praxis,” "levels of consciousness," "internalized oppression"
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and "banking education." "Praxis" is the cyclical process through
which the individual interacts with his/her environment. "Praxis" as
used by Freire must be differentiated from the way in which someone
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like Piaget would speak of interaction with the surroundings. Piaget's
concept of interaction with the world is comprehensive and broad, while
Freire uses "praxis" to depict interaction that specifically addresses
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the need for changing the environment. Although numerous educators
and psychologists discuss the relationship of the individual to the
environment, the individual rather than the environment is studied.
Freire is unique in that he addresses both the human condition and
the context of that condition, rather than the human condition alone.
"Praxis" is interaction which addresses the physical and historical
context of the human condition
.
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Freire’s levels of consciousness are divided into three major
hierarchical rungs. The first level is called magical. This stage is
characterized by an individual's and/or group's belief that their
oppression is natural. There is a total psychological and perceptual
acceptance of reality according to the dictates of those in power. Freire
describes people at this level of awareness about oppression as being
"submerged." The individual is totally defined and controlled by the
reality of the oppressor. There is no perception of the differences
between what roles they have been forced to fulfill and who they are
outside of those roles. Individuals at this level of consciousness explain
inequality and injustice as the natural scheme of the world. There is
no problem since the world is viewed fatalistically or as being determined
by supernatural powers. The "submersion" that Freire describes at this
level is not merely an intellectuEil construct which the individual accepts.
The way in which individuals perceive the world determines and shapes
all their actions; it structures all their relationships with their family,
spouse and community. This state of consciousness is the result of
systematic and undeviating conditioning and control by economic, political
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and educational leaders and mechanisms.
The second level of awareness that Freire describes is the "naive"
level. Basically, individuals at this level do perceive the existence of
a problem ; do perceive contraditions between the ideal and the real which
the society and its administrators provide. There is insight about the
potential for human creativity and positive social interaction and limits
on those aspects of people's lives. People at this level recognize contra-
dictions such as racism, sexism and classism, etc., but they do not
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perceive instances of racism
,
sexisn or classism as having any connection
with the larger system’s control over every facet of daily life. In other
words, individuals at this level of consciousness do not perceive the
historical, economic or political determinants which structure people’s
interaction with each other and the world. Without an analysis of the
context in which daily reality develops, individuals at the naive level
explain oppression in terms of person blame. For example, if a man were
beating a woman, the situation would be explained not in terms of the
conditioning into sex roles, but rather as the man having a problem, or
as the woman deserving her abuse. There is an inability to perceive
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concrete reality as a metaphor for larger issues and struggles.
The last stage in Freire’s level of consciousness is called critical
consciousness. This rung is defined as the ability to analyze every
situation from a system perspective and to transform the oppressive
elements of the system within any situation. Both aspects—perception
and action must be ongoing for critical consciousness achievement.
Because transformation of structural oppression is a part of critical
consciousness, this level cannot be attained individually. The causes of
oppression and the institutions which maintain inequality are too com-
prehensive and penetrating for individual action to have lasting and far-
reaching effects. No individual action could fully transform systematic
• .
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oppression. Critical consciousness is based on collectivity.
Further, critical consciousness can never be an individualistic
enterprise because in order to perceive reality dialectically and as
reflecting the human condition, every person’s perception of reality is
essential . Each person has a unique relationship to the whole ,
and each
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individual must have a part in creating the world in which s/he lives.
In order to perceive reality clearly, so that oppressive structures,
attitudes and practices are challenged and uprooted completely, every-
one’s insights are needed. For this reason, Freire concludes that
dialogue between equals is the only process through which critical
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consciousness can be developed.
The relationship between Freire’s levels of consciousness and
praxis centers upon the dialogical process, in which a group ’’names,"
’’reflects," and "transforms" the oppressive situation. In other words,
a group viewing a man beating a woman, first names what the problem is
(except if the group is functioning at magical level of awareness, in which
case no problem would be perceived)
,
reflects upon the possible causes
and history of the problem, and then makes an intervention to stop the
problem and to create an alternative method of interaction between the
man and woman. The effectiveness of the group’s transforming action
is largely determined by the levels of awareness of the group's members,
since the dialogical naming, and reflecting contain the perceptual blocks
resulting from societal conditioning. Once action is taken, the new
reality will reveal deeper contradictions and aspects of oppression.
Through dialogue about the changed relationship between the man and
woman the group then names, analyzes, and takes new action based upon
their last action. The deepening praxis ultimately leads to the group
"perceiving their own perceptions."^^ The difficulties in perceiving all
the oppressive elements in a situation results in ineffective transforming
action . These perceptual difficulties result from internalizing the
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oppressor. In order to achieve critical consciousness, each member of
the group must learn to perceive what aspects of her/his thinking is
blocked or which aspects of reality s/he is leaving unchallenged.
Freire’s Methodology :
The thrust of Freire’s work is to enable the individual to perceive
reality as a metaphor, so that one learns to abstract from experience,
in order to discover the dialectical nature of the universe . One of the
central dialectical struggles of our time centers upon liberation and
domination. Freire proposes a dialogical process as the means for
achieving increased awareness about the dialectical forces in our lives.
A group of people who share a common reality or problem are brought
together by facilitators who have observed and abstracted the central
themes of oppression within this group’s experience. These elements or
themes of oppression are then depicted in pictures or films. The
facilitators pose questions about the oppressive aspects of the
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’’codification,” so that the group names, and analyzes the problem.
Through the process of dialogue in which every person shares her/his
perceptions about the illustration, the group moves to deeper levels of
perception about the causes of the problems and the need for compre-
hensive action. Freire’s process is concerned with the ability to recognize
and analyze oppression which should result in effective transformation
of the situation.
Freire’s process is distinct from progressive and traditional forms
of education . Freire proports that the basic relationship between the
teacher and student in an oppressive system is a microcosm of the basic
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economic relationship between the owner and the laborer. He refers to
this relationship as ’’banking education. In this relationship the
student is perceived as an empty vessel who is in need of the ’’appropriate
information.” The teacher is the ’’depositer” of the determined informa-
tion. Both parties are to fulfill roles rather than interact with each
other. The oppressive nature of this relationship to students lies in the
total denial of the students’ reality as significant. Any information that
the student brings to the classroom has little or no bearing on the content
or method of instruction. The teacher imposes that which is deemed
relevant. The teacher, too, is oppressed by this role even though s/he
acts as an instrument of indoctrination and oppression. The curriculum
and mode of interaction is determined outside of present reality. The
teacher must fulfill expectations as do the students. Since there can be
no genuine dialogue between people when some have more power than
others in a given situation, Freire suggests that there is no learning
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within this relationship. Indoctrination into the existing system is
what occurs. For this reason, Freire maintains that there is no neutral
education
,
and therefore a teacher is either maintaining the oppression
by not changing the oppressive relationship between teacher and student
or is working for liberation by finding new ways for creating dialogue
within the classroom about the classroom dynamics. To contradict
"banking education," Freire’s pedagogy suggests that the teacher
become a facilitator who acts to pose questions about oppressive aspects
of teacher-student interaction. In this way, the teacher does not pre-
scribe and control.
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In this chapter, Freire is used as the tool through which various
theories of educational process and purpose are analyzed and criticized.
His perception
,
however
,
is not without contradiction . One of the major
omissions of Freire’ s work is that his methodology focuses mainly on
intellectual development. The goal of his dialogical groups is the "ability
to critically analyze in terms of system cause." He speaks of internalized
oppression, but does not address the qualitative effects of powerlessness
and ignorance upon the individual. The psychological effects of inter-
nalized oppression determine the degree and depth of awareness and
action. Feelings and intellect can atrophy without proper exercise and
expression, much as muscles do when dormant. A group involved with
developing critical consciousness through praxis must also provide support
and space for emotional pain caused by oppression. Until the pain is
expressed, the effects of oppression will continually interfere with the
group’s perceptions and ability to transform. Humanistic education,
which develops awareness and acceptance of feelings is a step in un-
covering and recovering conditioned aspects of the individual. Further,
peer counseling enables a group to support all members in fully expressing
their feelings and freeing themselves from powerlessness and fear.
Freire makes no provision for this realm in his work.
With the ages of silence and deprivation that Freire s theory
addresses, his method of dialogical interaction seems limited. This
dissertation proposes a merging of the development of critical analysis
with emotional outlet for the hurts the group perceives.
It is the
contention of this writer that critical consciousness cannot
be achieved
through dialogue and action alone.
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Freire and Progressive Education ;
Educational theories from Dewey to the Reconstructionists contain
two major oversights when describing the role of teacher in the educa-
tional process. First, in early Dewey’s writings, the experimentalists'
position and the social reconstructionists’ view
,
the teacher model
advocated is predominately defined by role behavior. Teachers are
expected to treat and feel equally about all children ; to always put the
perceived needs of the child first, and to adjust or develop in ways
that the educational environment and philosophy deem correct. Further,
the three educational groups do not differentiate between role interaction
and personal interaction. The teacher role as described in educational
theory made no provision for human interaction between the teachers
and students. The teacher and students were expected to play pre-
determined roles. Roles confine growth by prescribing appropriate
behavior. Teacher as well as student growth suffer.
The second major consideration about the teacher role concerns
the teachers’ feelings and perceptions about young people, and how
these perspectives are often shaped by the teachers' personal experiences
as children and society’s values. Teachers underwent similar conditioning
and internalization processes as students. This conditioning often
determines the theoretical perspective as well as concrete behavior that
the teacher adopts in the classroom . An instructor who was never allowed
to explore independently as a child, may either allow the youngster to
explore all the time to compensate for their deprivation, allowing full
freedom without constraint, of may recreate her or his childhood experience
by confining students due to fears that developed about exploring. In
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either case, the teacher is not addressing the needs of the students, but
rather s/he is trying to resolve aspects of his/her own development. The
progressives, experimentalists and the social reconstructionists did not
address the psychological realities of the teacher as possible deterrents
to the educational process
,
since all teachers are products of the
repressive society. As a result of this oversight, none of the theories
view the child as equal human beings who do not necessarily correspond
to the educator’s experience or philosophy.
In addition to the psychological deterrents to progressive theories
of education, the societal pressures pose substantial obstacles to the
educators’ goals. Education and learning demand creativity and the
ability to venture into unknown areas. If teachers must always conform
to philosophical and political dictates, then the reality in the classroom
is externally and prescriptively determined. This condition necessitates
the powerlessness of the student, since there is little or no provision
for student contribution and control in the learning process. In this
situation little or no learning occurs because teachers and students do
not analyze their interaction, or share feelings to determine more
meaningful modes of exchange.
Neither Dewey, the experimentalists, nor the social reconstruc-
tionists perceived the oppressive aspects of the teacher and student
interaction. The two groups that were reforms of Dewey’s earlier thinking
advocated more control of the students by the teachers through scholastic
or artistic prescriptions. None of the progressives addressed the
possibility of naming, analyzing and transforming the oppressive aspects
of the educational process or how their perspectives were related to the
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larger societal values which were hierarchical and inherently unequal.
This Freirian analysis suggests that these theories lack aware-
ness about how teachers internalize oppression
; the necessity for
teachers to conform to philosophical and political dictates and lack insight
about how teacher-student interaction reflects the oppressive societal
and economic norms of the larger system. Accordingly, these theories
are on a naive level of awareness about oppression. The oversights
create a contradiction in the philosophy within the experimentalist and
early progressives
,
in that they did not perceive any contradiction between
developing the individual fully and socializing the person into the
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society. The inherently unequal relationships within the society created
an impossibility for fair competition and freedom of choice. Further,
even when progressive educators perceived the need to change certain
aspects of the democracy, individuals who do not understand the relation-
ships between inequality and economic controls would name, analyze and
transform reality without changing the basic reasons for the unfair
conditions. For this reason, citizens would not be able to eradicate
inequality but merely reform it.
Under capitalism
,
where control of the society is in the hands of
those who profit economically, for those who are controlled, socialization
must take the form of oppression. Individuals are taught how to survive
according to the precepts established by the owners of industry. These
precepts for survival include loyalty to the company , minimum wages for
maximum work and the unquestioned right to private property. For
these reasons, Dewey's two goals of education; developing the individual
fully and socializing the individual into a capitalistic society must be
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contradictory
.
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In order for the individual to develop fully and still be incorporated
into the mainstream of the society, economic security must be* guaranteed.
If a person is not certain of financial income, s/he is forced to compete
and develop those skills which will insure one’s physical survival. The
overriding permeability of the competitive economy determines most
interaction. If one sees another person as a rival, the possibility for
cooperative action is minimal. This limitation on cooperative interaction
is probably one of the largest obstacles to achieving critical consciousness.
For critical consciousness is the result of working collectively to name,
analyze and transform reality. Dialogue is central to the Freirian concept
of consciousness-raising, and dialogue is the means through which peers
can determine reality and chose a course of action to eliminate oppression.
As long as equals are competing for a livelihood, they are separated from
allies. The person who competes is less able to free her /himself from
the oppressive aspects of society, since transforming society demands
collective, cooperative action.
Schools maintain unequal opportunity for economic advancement
through unfair competition. The divisions between young people which
force them to compete for grades and approval are the same divisions
which perpetuate those in power remaining in control. The divisions
created by reinforcement contingencies interfer with children from
differing backgrounds learning about each other. The child who is
rewarded for academic achievement does not understand the institutional
reasons for other youngsters failures, and the child who does not do
well internalizes that experience and reacts against the achiever. The
probability of personal sharing between the two students is very
low.
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None of the progressives, experimentalists or the social reconstructionists
dealt with how the daily reaUty in their schools were determined by
economic forces. Progressive schools were not seen as oppressing anyone,
when in fact they functioned to reduce tensions in public sectors that
the oppressive conditions produced. Regardless of the changes pro-
gressives made in their schools, the central relationship between schools
and the economy was left unchecked. Schools reinforced certain behaviors
because the economy demands specific worker skills and attitudes to
procure the largest margin of profit. Schools function to provide the
labor market with individuals who can compete for and fulfill the jobs
the economy develops. In other words, both progressive and traditional
schools directed learning according to economic determinants.
Those who do not conform to or accept the economic determinants
and corresponding expectations must "learn how to behave." In schools,
deviant behavior is determined by the controlling group ; and students
who exhibit tendencies that differ from societal expectations are punished,
overlooked and channeled into vocational classes. Since following orders
and conformity do not develop good leaders, the poor and ethnically
diverse young people who are viewed as deviant more often than not, are
forced into conforming to alien norms. The forced conformity does
not develop skills in independent thinking that would enable them to
fulfill leadership positions, although experiences outside of schools do
foster independence of thought and action. These young people are
also counseled and guided into vocations which need good conformers
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and followers rather than directors.
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Despite the contradictions within the theory and practice of
these educators, the experimentalists were an evolutionary development
arising from a process like praxis. The early progressives named and
analyzed education in radically new ways, and transformed schools by
developing child-centered learning centers. The experimentalists were
those educators who were able to perceive how their own perceptions
were preventing progressive goals from being fully realized. Freire
describes the perception of one’s own perceptions as an integral step in
the cyclical process of praxis. The experimentalists extended the concept
of need to include the idea that situations as well as individuals could
be needy. This concept indicates that experimentalists understood
that certain elements could be absent from a situation and that solutions
to problems could not be complete when all components were not present.
This idea about needy situations also indicates that experimentalists were
aware that forces other than individuals were shaping reality and that
sometimes the environment had to be changed in order for total resolution
of some problems to happen. This line of thought may have been the
seeds for a more systematic view of oppression.
The goal of these educators was to enable students to use the
scientific method of inquiry which included collecting data, interpreting
and analyzing data, and planning some action in accord with their
investigation. This process is parallel to Freire's theory, i.e.
,
collecting
data is ’’naming the situation,” interpreting data corresponds to Freire’s
’’reflecting upon the situation,” and both schools advocate taking action
based upon the first two steps to change or ’’transform” the situation.
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Since the experimentalists and Freire perceive learning as a cyclical
relationship process between the individual and the environment, it is
logical that both uphold the principles of freedom and democracy as
essential to growth and learning. The experimentalists maintained that
all aspects of society and the human experience had to be open to inquiry
and examination by all. Since the concept of an absolute reality had
been rejected, truth was the sum total of all tested reality. Freire's
conviction that liberation and transformed reality are the products of
dialogue between equals reflects the experimentalists’ notion. Through
individuals sharing their tested realities, their tests being their
experiences, groups arrive at a new awareness of reality and truth. The
experimentalist belief in the right of each individual to question and
criticize any aspect of society is the cornerstone of Freire’s process, for
the content of Freire’s dialogical meetings is the deepest aspects of
society. Further, according to both Freire and the experimentalists,
reality is determined by individual and group perception and since all
are expected to accept the predominant vision , all must have input into
the shaping of that reality. Democracy with equality and dialogue is
the best medium for transforming interaction to take place.
Dewey and the experimentalists believed that the human being
was more than intellect , and that full development cannot be achieved
in isolation. The experimentalists maintained that applied intelligence
is most meaningful when applied to creating useful generalizations
about
the human condition. Community and concepts of wholeness are
implicit
generalizations. Freire postulates that the highest level
of awareness
about oppression, critical consciousness, can only be
achieved by
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individuals actively engaged with a group addressing their relationship
to the whole. Freire and the experimentalists maintain that the goal of
education is to enable the individual and group to abstract a concept of
the whole from daily reality. Both theories move people to an ability to
generalize. It is somewhat ironic that despite all the parallels between
Freire and the experimentalists, that the latter never dealt with the
competitive economic system which contradicted and blocked their ability
to generalize without obstruction and create cooperative community.
Cooperation within a competitive economy is limited at best.
The experimentalists’ process of inquiry, although similar to
Freire's concept of praxis, was based on past rather than present data.
The analysis of the situation according to the scientific method was
determined by scholastic information gathered in the past, while Freire’s
reflective stage is determined by the information that the dialogical
group shares about present reality. The experimentalists left the
historical and scholastic accounts of reality unquestioned in their cyclical
relationship to the environment. This acceptance of information as
a priori is uncritical, for the tendency has been to record history and
information according to the needs and perceptions of the elite. For
example, we know much about the English monarchy, but relatively
little about the life styles of the peasantry. If new realities are
analyzed through elitest contexts, then the accepted reality will serve
to oppress by omitting relevant information. Freire provides the context
through which all information can be viewed; the political-historical
context of oppression.
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As was stated earlier, the progressives were limited by their
naive level of awareness according to Freire, because they did not see
how the economic system was preventing their theory from its full
potential for change. Because of this oversight, the experimentalists
channeled their energies into science; developing the individual and
learning from the past . The assumption behind their mode of inquiry was
that if the skills and information were acquired, then all problems could
be solved within the existing system. The assumption implies that
knowledge is a commodity to be given or taken. Freire’s concept of
"banking education" is a critique of this kind of thinking. If the basic
relationship between learner and teacher is unequal, if knowledge can be
implanted in the student from the teacher, the basic root of oppression
is still intact regardless of how much change and freedom is valued. In
light of this perspective, Freire’s theory indicates that instead of return-
ing to the past and working individually in a process of inquiry, students
and teachers should engage in a process of critical analysis of their
relationships.
Freire’s Pedagogy and Social Reconstructionsts:
The social reconstructionists’ theory parallels Freire’s thinking
in two ways. First, the reconstructionists were aware of the economic
and cultural oppression inherent in a competitive capitalistic system
,
and their educational and philosophical positions reflect this awareness
of inequality. Freire’s theory is an explication of oppression and a
methodology which addresses the oppressive reality. Second, because
of the awareness of the economic determinants in education , the earlier
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educators preceded Freire’s description of how education serves to
either liberate or maintain domination. Both schools of thought describe
how education either develops awareness of how individuals are oppressed
by the existing system or how education perpetuates oppression by
following the dictates of the present control. Education is viewed as
political and no education can be labelled as neutral.
Although the social reconstructionists did deduce the central
relationship between the schools and the economy, their direction in
terms of the teacher-student relationship and their proposed leadership
paradigm deviates in major ways from Freire’s methods. The teacher-
student relationship was fundamentally ’’banking” in nature. Instead
of the teachers depositing scientific methodology, the social reconstruc-
tionists wanted to implant artistic and social planning skills into the
empty vessels (students). As with other progressives, the teacher-
student interaction within the classroom was left unchallenged and unequal.
The reconstructionists did not utilize the present reality as the subject
matter to be named, reflected upon and transformed. The social re-
constructionists focused upon artistic visions of the future. Although the
social reconstructionists named and analyzed the present-day economic
relationship with schools, they did not address how the societal reality
was infused into the schools’ daily routine. These educators reacted
against the present, so that their major thrust was futuristicaUy oriented.
Without transforming the present oppressive educational process, their
theory retained reactionary and elitist components, in that their basic
instructional methodology was banking and unequal.
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Freire maintains that learning occurs only through dialogue and
that dialogue can only occur between equals. One’s ability to control
the outcome and content of a discussion mitigates against genuine
exchange. The social reconstructionists advocated the formation of
an artistic elite to lead the country
,
based on the assumption that artists
have better vision and skill to lead the people, and therefore could
persuade the citizens to move in the artists’ direction. The definition
of direction and content by the artistic elite is indoctrination according
to Freire, since no predetermined group can define the parameters of
reality without creating inequality. This oppressive relationship mitigates
against learning regardless of how beneficient the intentions are. The
artistic elite proposed by the social reconstructionists is different from
a group of pedagogical facilitators in that the former prescribes direction,
content and process of learning, while the latter reflects and reinforces
the material emerging from the group
.
Neo-Behaviorism and Freire’s Pedagogy :
There are fundamental philosophical differences between neo-
behaviorism and Freire’s pedagogy. First, although Freire recognizes
the human propensity for conformity , he perceives conformity as the
result of systematic violence and repression of generations of people.
He does not assume that behavior at the ’’submerged” or ’’magical level”
of awareness is inherent to the human being, as does Skinner, et al.
Second, democracy and freedom are basic prerequisites for human
development according to Freire, whereas neo-behaviorists view the lack
of control and the multitude of choices under a democracy as counter-
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productive since humans need supervision. Third, education is defined
in very divergent ways by the two schools of thought. Neo-behaviorists
are concerned with instilling appropriate behavioral responses to pre-
determined curricula. Freire’s perspective views this type of instruction
as indoctrination and asserts that real learning occurs only as a result
of a dialogical process between equals.
This difference in teaching methodology between the theories
raises the issue of ends and means in education. Children learn through
imitation, so that lessons are more than content. The child also learns
style of interaction and values through the choice of means of instruction
as well as choice of content area. If the child's education is primarily
in the context of individualized instruction where the main relationship is
one of scientific movement through relating to an inanimate object , then
the young person learns that learning is individualistic and that social
interaction is of little consequence. Even if the content of a lesson
focused on group dynamics, the method of instruction as well as the
inherent and subtle value judgements that shape the lesson would be
an integral part of the process for the child. Students learn that some-
one controls their learning and that learning is restricted. This learning
style within the economic context described earlier must reinforce the
poweiiessness of the individual and the hierarchical society which oppresses
the majority of people. If Skinner developed a program which was
designed to deal with the content of political oppression, the person
designing that program would in fact be bringing her/his values to the
content of the lesson. There is "no neutral education."
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Skinner's approach to education definitely serves those in power.
His thinking, then, must be labelled as naive according to Freire.
Skinner's goal is to change the individual to fit the societal norms. If
Freire's definition of education is accepted, i.e., that education is "the
developing of the least determined aspect of the individual, then '
within a society in which the roles people must play in order to survive
economically are determined outside of them, the parts of the human being
which are least developed are the abilities to make decisions and take
leadership. Since vast amounts of people's lives are determined for them,
with individuals having relatively little input into large sectors of their
lives (schools, jobs, religion, etc.), it becomes important that education
focus on those parts which are least determined by the individual.
Skinner's lack of focus on the power dynamics of who would be the
program designers is a serious omission.
Skinner's methodology, however, could be useful in a dialogical
group which was engaged in praxis. For example, because of the
oppression that aU members had experienced, these individuals perceived
that they did not have the skills to orchestrate their plan for trans-
forming an oppressive situation. Skinner provides the most efficient
method for learning specific skills and if everyone agreed that all wanted
to learn that specific skill as a part of transforming the situation , then
Skinner would be essential in breaking down the skill into very easy and
accessible behaviors. There is no apparent contradiction between
his
approach and liberating education in this instance.
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Structures of Disciplines Movement and
Freire’s Pedagogy ;
Bruner s theory as Freire*s is based on relativistic and evolutionary
concepts of the world. Bruner's definition of knowledge, however, when
viewed within a political perspective leads to inequality and the maintenance
of oppression. According to this theory, knowledge is comprised of
accepted and established labels. Those who determine the labels which
explain "regularities of experience" are in control of naming reality for
the majority of people. This labeling of reality reflects the values,
cultural biases and economic status of those developing areas of
knowledge. For example, English has been defined both in syntax and
structure by white language patterns. Regional and Black English have
not been recognized as legitimate forms of English. Further, the continual
omission of Native American history and culture as integral parts of
United States history, and the scarcity of bilingual programs for Hispanic
students illustrate the oppressive nature of the few naming reality for.
the majority. This type of relationship between individuals and knowledge
prevents people from determining their own reality and they are therefore
forced to remain at a magical level of awareness of oppression. The
individual must pattern thoughts and actions according to pre-established
categories for learning.
Bruner’s theory of knowledge was intended to be the basis for
equal opportunity by providing the chance for all to learn the established
bodies of knowledge and compete for employment solely on the basis of
skill and information . This perspective is impractical at best , for this
approach denies the importance of the cultural context in which learning
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occurs . To assert that the cultural and political realities are unimportant
may be denying* the most important aspects of a person’s or group's
history and life-style. This simplistic reasoning is too easily racist and
sexist to be accepted without serious reservation. With the facade of
equal opportunity through intellectual development
,
everyone who does
not succeed, historically women and Third World groups, can be blamed
for their failure.
Finally, the concept that knowledge is a body of facts and ideas
necessitates a "banking education" perspective. Before the young
person can think, s/he must internalize the names and organizing
principles that are recognized as legitimate. This perspective is more
severe than other examples of prescriptive learning, for Bruner and
advocates of the Sructures of Disciplines Movement require teachers to
be experts in their field, so that all curriculum can reflect the organizing
principles being taught . This requirement is oppressive in that the
ideal established for the teacher is in contrast to the relatively low status
prescribed to public school teachers. Further, this expectation creates
a "scapegoat" role for the teacher. A basic premise of this study is
the contention that communities and schools blame educational faults and
failures totally upon teachers and students. This study proposes that
the burden placed upon teachers is a result of naive-level thinking in
that teachers are chosen and developed to function within a system which
prescribes all norms and behaviors to both teachers and students.
Teachers are not only expected to be experts in their disciplines, but
are expected to develop character and prepare students for economic
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survival. Many of the problems in schools stem from the structure of
schools and the rigid roles people are expected to play. Bruner’s theory
leaves the political and economic realities out of the theory of knowledge
,
so that failure would be due to poor understanding of content area or
methodology by the teacher or assumed inadequacies in teacher-training
programs.
Humanistic Education and Freire’s Pedagogy ;
The parallels between Freire and existentialists are obvious.
First, existentialists view determining reality through choice and action
in the same light as Freire views "praxis.” Both theories perceive the
individual in a process of becoming through interaction with the environ-
ment. Second, both perspectives differentiate between "authentic
behavior" and "internalized oppression." Existentialists condemn any
action which does not reflect creative thought , and action,. Conformity
according to existentialist thought parallels Freire’s description of the
magical level of awareness, which is total acceptance and submission to
the oppressive norms of society.
The existentialists, however, do not present a uniform statement
about human relationships and political reality. Freire maintains that
individual growth can only fully occur through dialogue and commitment.
The major difference between the two theories is that most of existentialism
addresses the individual as a separate, alienated entity. This perspective
of the human being’s basic aloneness may be reflected in the existential
practitioners—the humanistic educators and psychologists, for as
Maslow defines levels of growth; Allport describes the needs
of the ego
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to transcend and assert its uniqueness; and Rogers nurtures the
individual's process of rediscovery of self, all three visualize human
development as if in a vacuum. According to Freire, the highest level
of awareness about oppression can only be achieved in relation with
others in dialogue and transforming action. It is questionable whether
one person could become fully free and human surrounded by unfree
,
inauthentic human beings and unjust societies.
Further, although humanistic educators address the "least
developed aspects" of the human being through fostering creativity,
self-actualization and a sense of personal power
,
the importance of taking
control within the larger economic framework has not been adequately
addressed. The necessity for the human being to become a politically
powerful force has not been recognized by humanistic educators, although
political power and awareness are the "least developed parts" of the
individual in society. Throughout the world, people are forced to conform
to established orders which are based on the self-interests of those in
power. Those who control the wealth have vested interests in maintaining
conformity rather than creativity in the people. The forces acting on
people to prevent them from actively transforming society and working
as equals are left unattended by humanistic psychology and education.
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CHAPTER III
THE METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
Introduction ;
The overall purpose of this dissertation is to present an analysis
of a model in-service teacher education program based on Freire's
pedagogy. The Freirian concept of praxis, or naming, reflecting and
transforming constitute the organizing principle of this analysis. Chapter
III presents a description of methodology for the data collection which
serves as a basis for this analysis.
Purpose of the Study :
The purpose of this dissertation is threefold. First, the study
explores the applicability of Freire’s pedagogical process to facets of
American society. Freire’s literacy method was developed and implemented
in agrarian societies with fairly homogeneous peasant populations. Since
the United States is a highly industrialized, multi-cultural society, there
is some question as to how useful and practical Freire’s methodology is
for our educational system. It is the purpose of this study to explore
the theoretical concepts and instructional processes toward determining
how these can be translated effectively from Freire’s work into United
States’ in-service teacher training.
Second, the dissertation presents a model of an in-service program
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which uses Freire’s concepts of "praxis," "banking education," and
"levels of awareness" to define the individual's relationship to society
and as the theoretical basis for the teacher program developed. The
teacher program reflected Freire’s concept that education is the increase
of consciousness through addressing the least developed aspects of the
individual. Therefore, the goal of the teacher in-service sessions is
to raise consciousness about their oppression in schools through first
identifying what areas of teachers’ lives in schools have been least
explored; second, creating methods to depict or "codify" these areas
of oppression and third, engaging in dialogue to "name," "reflect upon,"
and "transform" their oppression. Finally, the dissertation provides
a Freirian analysis of this teacher in-service program.
Data Collection and Analysis :
As indicated in Chapter I , the methodology was changed from a
pre-post test design to a one time case study approach. This design
includes the documentation of the development of the in-service model,
and analysis of the model from a Freirian conceptual framework.
Data for the study was collected from fourteen, two-hour group
meetings. The facilitator utilized group discussion and individual
teacher evaluations as the means to select the focus for each encounter.
Each session was evaluated at the end and then each meeting was recorded
by the facilitator comparing the original agenda to what actually occurred
during the group time. Depending upon time, interest of the group
and
group dynamics, the agendas were often changed or unfinished.
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Finally
,
the facilitator recorded observations and analysis about
the events and dynamics within the group. These observations include
facilitator-group interaction, peer interaction, progress of the group in
relation to Freire's theory and the group’s awareness of its own
oppression. Since the facilitator’s perceptions at the time of the group
meetings are questionable due to subjectivism, further data about the
consciousness-raising group is developed through analyzing the
facilitator’s analysis. A critique of the facilitator’s insights using
Freirian concepts of ’’levels of awareness,” ’’banking education,” and
’’praxis,” is provided. This section of the study is necessary because
one of the major criticisms of other theories of education and other in-
service teacher training programs is that the dynamics within the classroom
and the forces which shape those dynamics are not addressed. Through
an analysis and critique of the facilitator’s role and behavior, the study
offers an illustration of placing an educational program into a Freirian
or political perspective.
Population of the Study :
Twenty-three people enrolled at the beginning of the course,
but three members left the group shortly after its inception. Of those
remaining, eleven were women and nine were men. Eleven of the
teachers had taught from thirteen to nineteen years, and nine people
had been teaching from two to eight years . The average teaching
experience of the group was more than ten years . Their average ages
were 41 years for the men and 35 years for the women. All were white
and all considered themselves middle-class. Group members were
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teaching in junior and senior high schools and all disciplines were
represented
. Of the twenty-three teachers
,
fifteen were members of the
teacher union, but only six stated they were active in the organization.
Despite the apparent lack of involvement in the teacher union
,
the group
expressed much concern about their needs as teachers, and were able
to share detailed information about the history and dynamics of the
school system.
In response to the question why they enrolled in this course,
many explained that they were required to complete specified numbers of
university and/or in-service credits each year to maintain their tenure
positions, and at the same time expressed a need to communicate with
other teachers about their problems as educators.
The Setting :
This study takes place within a small northeastern university
town in the United States. The town is situated amongst other small
communities which, like this site, are dominated by institutions of
higher learning. Except for the college towns, this area is rural, with
the closest large city about forty miles away. The school system which
the study explores reflects the dynamics of the community as a whole.
The student population is distinctly composed of those with university
parents ; the children of the maintenance and clerical workers and the
children from the rural areas.
There is a deep community involvement in the schools and the
system is considered one of the finest amongst public schools
in the
east. This reputation is in part due to the number of
professional
8G
educators in the area. The school system has been the field-testing site
for many innovations in education for years, and the education
equipment and materials are abundant and new. The junior and senior
high schools have extensive film and video tape centers, auto mechanics
and woodwork shops, electronics centers and a newspaper press and ‘
work area. The teachers display an awareness of educational theories,
practices and materials. They verbalize concerns about the quality of
education the students receive as well as the students’ general welfare.
The administration of the public schools is comprised of an elected
school board, an appointed superintendent and assistant superintendent;
a district-wide program director and a principal and vice-principal in
each school. The school system requires all teachers to fulfill three
university credits each year, and has provided an in-service program
in which teachers can fulfill their tenure requirement. There is an
abundance of professional educators who provide competent personnel
and a variety of courses. The district-wide program director is
responsible for approving all teachers and courses offered.
The school board membership is usually dominated by university
affiliated people and there are weekly meetings open to teachers and the
people. Principals in the system hold monthly meetings with their
staffs to inform teachers of any changes and to assess teacher response
to various issues. The junior and senior high schools also have program
directors who are responsible for teacher evaluations , scheduling and
implementing programs the individual schools may design.
The school board is responsible for allocating funds and making
all final decisions affecting the district as a whole . The superintendent
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and assistant superintendent implement the fundinpr and program decisions
of the school board, and act as liaisons between the schools and the
board. The district-wide program director assesses the needs of the
system in terms of new programs, and revision within discipline areas,
teacher evaluation and works closely with the superintendent in reporting
to the school board. The principals and their administrative staffs are
responsible for programs, discipline and scheduling for their specific
populations
.
Basically, the school system is traditional in its stressing of the
three ”R's" but it is permeated with innovations in teaching methods,
materials and humanistic theory. There are special educational centers
that utilize different and untraditional learning environments and
teaching styles with their students, as well as after-school groups that
address issues of racism and sexism. Further, the new laws concerning
mainstreaming of "special students" (766) and insuring equal educational
opportunities for Third World and women (622) were implemented within
the system through a series of workshops throughout the year. The
school system reflects progressive ideas while retaining traditional
standards of academic performance and professionalism.
liimitations of the Study :
There are several limitations inherent in the study design which
should be noted. First, there is no measurement of the effectiveness of
facilitator interventions to increase or effect the teachers’ levels of
awareness. With no control group and with no pre- or post-testing any
claim of changes in consciousness would be speculative at best. Second,
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the len^h of the study
,
which amounted to five months did not provide
the opportunity for the group to build trust with each other, to familiarize
themselves with Freire’s theory and undergo praxis more than once.
The group as a dialogical experience had just begun when the group ended.
The effectiveness of codifying aspects of their experience, with problem-
posing and problem-solving with a naming, reflective and transforming
approach is unmeasurable since the process was not completed. Further
limitations include the size of the group and its homogeneous racial and
class make-up. Generalizations from this study are difficult to make
because twenty-three people do not comprise a large enough sample from
which to formulate tested truths. In addition, a process which is
effective with one group may or may not be effective with culturally or
socially diverse groups.
Significance of the Study :
The primary contribution of this study is the development of new
data related to the applicability of Freire's pedagogy to a pluralistic
technological society. Specifically, the study documents a model in-
service teacher education program which is based on Freire’s concepts
of "praxis," "levels of awareness," and "jpanking education." Since
Freire's pedagogy was developed for a rural, agrarian peasant framework,
it is not known to what extent his theory is applicable to a country such
as the United States. This study provided recommendations for new
research in this area in both structure and content of a model teacher
education program based on Freire’s pedagogy. The data developed
as
a result of this study will be important to researchers
and educators who
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see education as a vehicle for societal change; teacher educators seeking
more effective strategies to help teachers view their roles in non-
traditional ways and reformers seeking to redesign educational
institutions.
Outline of the Study :
The organization of the study is as follows : Chapter I includes
a description of the historical and economic context in which school takes
place, as well as a statement of the problem and an overview of the
methodology used for the study. Chapter II contains a detailed
exploration of the educational movements including Progressive and
Experimentalist education in which Dewey was intricately involved;
Social Reconstructionist thinking which was a branch away from Dewey’s
work; Structure of Disciplines Movement which developed from Bruner’s
early thinking; Neo-Behaviorism which is championed by Skinner;
Humanistic Psychology which is rooted in existential philosophy and
Freire’s pedagogy which is the analytical tool used throughout the study
.
Chapter III describes the purpose and procedures used in the dissertation;
a description of the population and setting involved in the study and a
statement about the limitations inherent in this work. Chapter IV is a
detailed description of each of the fourteen sessions held with the group
.
Chapter V is an analysis of Chapter IV in terms of the facilitator’s
perceptions and actions at the time of the study’s implementation, as
well as a Freirian analysis and evaluation of the course. The last
chapter. Chapter VI is a summary of the findings with recommendations
for further research and discussion of the major difficulties confronting
the facilitators.
CHAPTER IV
Introduction
Since Freire's pedagogy was developed in an agrarian country,
two questions confront United States' educators familiar with Freire's
work. First, is it possible to translate his literacy method into a
process relevant to a highly industrialized and pluralistic society, and
secondly, what elements would constitute this new literacy process.
Chapter IV presents a description of fourteen sessions of an in-service
teacher education model which attempted to translate Freire's literacy
method with a group of white, middle-class teachers in a small north-
eastern town. As the attempt to translate Freire's pedagogy proceeded,
some of the elements needed to create consciousness change with this
group emerged.
Chapter IV depicts the fourteen sessions through the facilitator's
observations and analysis recorded at the time of the group's existence.
The presentation is organized around three questions: 1) What had
the facilitator planned for each session ; 2) What actually occurred during
each meeting, i.e.
,
what were the content and dynamics of the group,
and 3) What did the content and dynamics reveal about the group's
level of awareness?
The content of this chapter is analyzed in depth in Chapter V.
This discussion includes an analysis of the facilitator's perceptions
as
weU as a synthesis of the elements of the consciousness
change process
that evolved within the group.
90
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ADDITIONAL NOTES FROM MARCH 17th CLASS
Evaluation forms from this class revealed that people enjoyed the
small group sharing very much, and the majority of the participants
expressed the belief that group was opening up . The demonstration of
listening and sharing was also viewed favorably.
There were five people absent
,
but the suggestions I received from
the group were very helpful. When concerns are raised on the evaluations,
I should check with others about the issue before raising it within the
total group. The demonstration really produced or revealed many con-
cerns. How does one deal with disagreement in a positive way; and the
fear of not being adequate support for others in the group was very
strong.
I felt very out of touch with the group since the stress forms and
evaluation forms did not reveal to me what the issues were. I spoke with
three very different teachers; one woman was a middle-aged department
head who very openly expressed her desire to share and reveal her
feelings. She was having difficulty because her conditioning had been
very strongly in the direction of always controlling feelings. We arranged
to work together on a difficult situation she was having by first looking
at how she was feeling about the problem. The second person was a
middle-aged French teacher who continually expressed fears around
privacy and confidentiality. He was very upset by the demonstration.
I
,
therefore
,
reinforced him for his good reasons for not disclosing
and assured him that he was under no pressure or expectation to share.
He was greatly relieved and was very positive about the group generally.
110
The last person I spoke with was in his forties and taught science
at the junior high school. He was extremely open about his personal life
and his concerns with the school. He was very unhappy about the lack
of teacher input into curriculum concerns. The talk we had changed
his relationship to the group drastically. He expressed concerns and his
unwillingness to raise these issues in the group stemmed from a poor
self-image. He could never take a leadership position. 1 vehemently told
him I would support him in addressing his concerns within the group.
He promisted to try his best.
It was very difficult to find time to meet with people because of time
demands on teachers. I was usually too tired to seek them out or by the
time I was free after seeing students, people had already left for the
day. Another time consuming demand on teachers was the numerous
meetings. If not in one myself, most others were.
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WHAT ACTUALLY OCCURRED
This was a curriculum day. When people arrived, it was obvious
that everyone was exhausted. Two days before this class meeting,
the school board overrode the teacher and student vote. The teachers
and students wanted to keep the present school calendar
,
which consisted
of two vacations; one in February and one in April. The school board
decided to omit these two, week-long vacations and replace them with
one week in March. This schedule corresponds with the town's university
calendar.
The group was emotionally exhausted from this let-down. Many of
the members had much energy and time invested in keeping the calendar
the same. In addition to this disappointment, all of us had undergone
more pressure on this day because all final curriculum day reports had
to be finished and submitted to the administration. This was the last
curriculum day of the year. People expressed the desire to go home.
After agreeing to add a class at the end of the term , I agreed to dismiss
the group.
Everyone left except two women. One of the women heard some
people talking and they expressed the desire for me to provide them
with more problem-solving techniques. She also reported that one
person had expressed the opinion that my main concern was for my
dissertation and not the group itself. I became very upset, and much
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of the feeling of alienation and distance I had been feeling came out.
I was primarily upset with the fact that people did not think they could
express their wishes to me or in the group. I knew that I could have
done my dissertation on racism, since I had worked on developing
workshops for two years.
I began to brainstorm with the two women alternative ways of
satisfying the group's needs. Some of the ideas were; 1) if people
were primarily concerned with receiving credit, they could do projects
and not attend the group meetings; 2) if some wanted to "how to"
course with humanistic problem-solving techniques, I would provide
that; and 3) if some wanted only a support group, I would work with
them. They were very supportive of me during this discussion and
expressed concerns about the number and depth of the demands being
placed on me.
I spoke to them of my concern that the group would end after I
left, since my contract was only for one year. They expressed interest
in working with me so that they could lead the group the following
year. I was very excited about this possibility.
At this point a third woman came in. She was late because her
curriculum day committee ran into trouble. She was very disappointed
the group had left , because she was so furious with what had happened
in her group that she wanted time to rant with the group. We gave her
a few minutes. I also ag*reed to meet with her the next day to explore
alternatives in more depth.
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The two women and I then explained to the newcomer what had
transpired before she arrived. I told her of perhaps splitting the group
into two or three different sections. Her reaction was that I was too
impatient, and that we had already discussed how resigned everyone was
in accepting problems as insoluble. This group was very experienced
and has been in this school system for many years overall. The
skepticism and distance I was feeling were products of many unsuccessful
attempt to change certain aspects of this environment. The other
woman agreed with this analysis and I was very grateful for this input.
I felt that they had saved the course for me.
We then discussed my concern about the feedback forms and how
difficult it was to understand what people were perceiving and feeling
about the group. We decided that an oral evaluation at the end of each
class might be more effective. I left there feeling relieved and more sure
of the group’s direction. I could assure people that we would learn other
problem-solving techniques when the need for new approaches to problems
we had named and analyzed arose. I felt there were three people who
felt strongly enough about the group to work closely with me, but I was
still very concerned with how to lessen the distance between the teacher
and student roles within the group.
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ANALYSIS
It was obvious that I was under much stress that day and that the
small group meeting I had with the three teachers was extremely pro-
ductive for me. The group, however, may have profited more if I could
have helped them stay and support each other when they were all
carrying heavy stress. I think breaking them into two’s and having
them share all their feelings and ideas would have been very productive
for the individuals and the group as a whole.
Secondly, the ideas about splitting the group were not shared
with the entire group. I was caught between Freirian theory and the
group dynamics. I wanted to present the possibilities to the group as
a good facilitator would, and I wanted to give the group what it seemed
to need which was a clear, consistent direction into which they could
put their energy and faith. By splitting the group, the class would
become more focused on and more like university courses and require-
ments. If I presented these possibilities to the group when no one in
the group had directly approached me about their concerns, then I
would have interpreted their perceptions of the course for them. I
would be prescribing for them . I had to wait until someone approached
me directly.
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The last meeting was held at one of the teacher's home. We had
wine and cheese and crackers. The letter composed by the task group
the previous week was read, and everyone was very supportive and
validating to the authors. I then asked for overall evaluations. Most
people spoke, although there were a few who didnot like the group and
they said nothing. I spoke with these individuals separately the following
week. The major concern was that they did not gain skills to deal with
stress directly. For them the group was an interesting discussion time,
but it was not what they needed.
The other members were very supportive of me
,
and asked if I
had enough data for my dissertation, since they had banned any technical
recording during group time. They were also concerned about my sense
of failure with regard to the personal level of support. We all agreed
time was a tremendous factor, but we did not process our relationship
to time. One man said the group changed a ver^'^ deep sense of islation
and fear he had held for some time.
I also made arrangements for the post projective test with them.
There was concern expressed, because some felt they could not answer
the questions any differently than they had the first time. The resistance
to the test was high, but people agreed to do it for my sake. As it
turned out, due to illness in the family, I had to leave the area. I
never gave the post-test.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Introduction
According to Freire, human growth takes place through praxis:
the naming, reflecting and transforming of reality. Central to praxis and
growth is perception because perception determines how a person names
reality. Since perceptions are based on either critical thinking and
transforming action or are products of iMoctrination and internalized
oppression, one must learn to perceive the perceptions as part of the
reality with which the person interacts. If a person is perceiving
through critical thinking, their naming, reflecting and transforming
action will result in a control of the environment, which will enable
maximum growth and development to occur . On the other hand , if
perception is based on indoctrination and internalized oppression, their
naming, analyzing and transforming action would result in a relinquishing
of their potential to grow
.
The data for analysis consists of the facilitator’s perceptions of
the process of naming, reflecting and transforming the reality of a group
of teachers in an in-service teacher education model based on Freire’s
pedagogy. The facilitator restructured the school environment by
creating the dialogical setting. Further the goals and direction
of the
group were fundamentally shaped by the originator of the course.
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Chapter IV presented the facilitator's thinking and perception at the
time of the group process. This verbatim reporting provides the bare
data for a Freirian analysis of the perceptions operating within the group
and therefore provides opportunity to ascertain any metaphors of
oppression present. Through analysis of this commentary which attempted
to isolate contradictions within the dialogue and dynamics, the perceptual
difficulties that prevented more effective interaction can be isolated.
The conclusions and recommendations of this study are based on a
Freirian analysis of the facilitator's perceptions of the process of this
in-service program.
It is important to note that in Freire's dialogical approach to
education, all aspects of the given reality under inspection must be
presented for an accurate naming and reflection to occur. Since this
dissertation is a figurative dialogue between researcher and reader,
the reader must have the commentary of the facilitator because contained
within it are the facilitator's subjective limitations of perception.
This section presents a two-part analysis of Chapter IV. The
first section is an analysis and evaluation of the facilitator's perceptions
at the time of the group. The second section analyzes the group's
sessions using Freirian concepts of levels of awareness
,
praxis and
dialogical education. The organizational framework for this analysis is
the goals set by the facilitator for the group. The group's relationship
to each objective indicates direction and perception within the group
.
The Facilitator:
From a Freirian perspective, the facUitator’s level
of awareness
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would be termed naive. This is logical since critical consciousness can
only be achieved through group dialogue between equals about a shared
reality. Because none of the dialogue within the group addressed the
dynamics between the group members and the facilitator, the facilitator's
commentary is at a naive level. Further, the facilitator’s analysis in
Chapter IV is a product of one person’s perception and for this reason
alone, the commentary falls short of an in-depth system-cause analysis.
The naive level is illustrated in the reasons given for difficulties relating
as a member' of the group. The facilitator felt "guilty" for determining
the goals of the group at the same time as attempting to enable a dialogical
group to evolve. The concept of guilt is indicative of person-blame
rather than system-blame.
If the leader had been involved with a dialogical process and had
achieved critical consciousness, instead of guilt, the response and
analysis would have included: 1) A recognition that the public school
system required the facilitator to present specific predetermined goals
for the course in order to gain permission to have the group at all.
2) In addition to the public school system’s requirements, the university
also required the leader to preplan the process and content goals for
the group. 3) The group’s internalized oppression in regard to
teacher-student relationships shaped their perception of dialogical
process between equals as a support function and not an educational
experience.
The facilitator’s experience of self-blame is naive given that the
unequal relationship between facilitator and group had been
predetermined
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by the educational institutions that were supervising the research and
the course. Because the facilitator thought that the cause of the contra-
diction stemmed from her inability to undo her conditioning as a banking
educator, the resulting action was an isolation from the group which
solidified the unequal, "liberal" position she held.
A further proof of the naive level of the facilitator is in the type
of goals that were set. The facilitator created goals for both the leader
and the group. The facilitator goals were: 1) isolate and develop the
most effective methods for consciousness-raising about oppression in
schools; 2) pose questions with the group about perspectives and
actions; and 3) provide various resources and experiential learning
situations to aid in the naming, analyzing and transforming process.
The group objectives were: 1) perceive their own oppression as
teachers ; 2) identify their needs as a group ; 3) identify the resources
amongst themselves to meet their needs; 4) blame the system rather than
themselves or subgroups for their stress; 5) perceive how oppression
affects their work with students, and 6) perceive teaching as connected
to societal change.
These objectives reflect a lack of clarity about what kinds of
action indicate a group’s movement from one level of awareness to another.
All the goals were concerned with naming and analyzing problems without
the action component of praxis. The relationship of the perception and
the corresponding action is what creates a new reality which in turn
needs naming. The facilitator’s lack of insight about praxis in practice
stems from the lack of dialogical interaction about Freire’s theory.
Therefore, action arising from group perception and choice was uncovered.
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This is a serious oversight because the relationship needed between group
members to achieve successful transformations of the environment is
qualitatively different than the interaction maintained when the group
confines itself to naming and analyzing among themselves. The implica-
tions of this theory without practice approach are serious as was seen
in Brazil after undergoing Freire’s process. When the peasants mobilized,
their transforming action resulted in severe repression by the govern-
ment. This situation illustrates that education for liberation must go
beyond social literacy training to a point of "political literacy." Political
literacy being the choosing and acquiring of skills which enable groups
to choose the best transforming behavior for every situation. In other
words, it is not enough to name and analyze oppressive patterns of
interaction within a group, since transforming activity that is successful
among individuals sharing a given reality is more often than not, un-
successful with individuals and forces not a part of the group.
Despite the difficulties encountered related to the naive level of
awareness, the role of question and problem-poser around the calendar
and curriculum day issues was positive. According to the feedback given
by the group at the end of the sessions when these topics were discussed,
the facilitator was useful in naming the problem correctly and ultimately
understanding how their perceptions were determining their actions. In
this instance, the leader's role developed by following and reinforcing
the direction set by the teachers.
The facilitator was also successful in providing opportunities for
building support within the group . Since the need for peer support
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was so great, the facilitator’s dialogical process was affective in relieving
some of the stress in this area. The facilitator acted as role model for
support styles, but her inability to name her needs or oppression with
the group resulted in reinforcing the traditional dehumanizing aspects
of the teacher role. Had the facilitator revealed her isolation, she would
have provided an in-depth example of creating support.
Group ;
The six objectives that were set by the facilitator for the group
were unmet for the most part. Teachers fluctuated between magical and
naive levels of awareness depending upon the aspect of teaching they
were addressing. This transitional level of consciousness^ was maintained
from the beginning to the end of the group meetings. Overall,, the
group did not move to a deeper level of awareness through the inter-
action shared. The group, however, did serve a support function for
many isolated, overworked individuals, and at times the group experienced
a sense of unity and power from working together with the calendar
issue. Basically, however, the group's interaction did not lead to changes
in the environment which would have led to new renaming and reanalysis
of important issues. The fact that the facilitator's objectives for the
group were largely unmet means that the group was not molded by the
facilitator, even though her concern about banking education was great.
It could be that these goals were unmet because they did not address
the teachers' need to transform their isolation.
To understand why teacher isolation was such a pervasive need
within the group, the study must include a description of the forces
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working against peer support. The degree of teacher isolation was
captured in the group while discussing a lack of teacher input into
district decisions. While analyzing the causes for this lack, the group
realized that the people responsible for structuring curriculum days,
the topic under discussion, were teachers. Teachers experiencing the
same streses still produced curriculum days which were alienating and
stressful to peers.
Teachers teach alone and with little free time during the day for
any interaction. Most are responsible for conducting a minimum of five
classes a day and face over one hundred and twenty students. Each
classroom is self-contained and each class period is 50 minutes long.
It is not uncommon for a teacher to have three or four classes consecu-
tively. This means that from 8:00 a.m. until noon a teacher has taught
at least eighty children and has had 12 minutes free. Lunch is one of
the free times given and many teachers do sit and talk. Very often,
however, there will be rotating lunch periods so that a teacher does
not eat with the same people on a regular basis. Further, due to the time
demands of test and paper correction , many teachers use lunch to
keep up with the work. After lunch, if the teacher has any free periods,
it is often used to correct papers, but more often than not the teacher
is given additional responsibilities for monitoring halls and cafeterias
or committee work. Even when a teacher has a free period, the chances
are remote of another teacher from his/her department having the same
time free.
The dehumanizing aspectstof banking education have been explored
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Garlisr, but thG rGality of facing 120 pcoplG, many of whom do not want
to be in the classroom for justifiable reasons is strenuous. The teacher
is most visible and the most accessible target for student hostility and
avoidance behavior. Teachers, even though in control of students must
maintain a high level of authority. Student reaction to a teacher's
losing face can be blatantly humiliating or subtly subversive. For
example, a teacher is expected to enter a classroom and teach a
departmentally assigned subject five days a week and always be
interesting. If a teacher is boring, student reaction usually ranges from
sleeping, to talking to each other, to insensitively telling the teacher
that s/he is boring. Since one teacher will often cover all the sections
of a given area, i.e.
,
one English teacher will teach all of the journalism
classes, the possibility for creative collaboration is small.
Teachers under this type of time and performance pressure must
conserve both time and energy. Talking with peers about the job is
often seen as a futile luxury. In addition to this scenario, often the
only reason a teacher enters another's classroom is that the visitor is
the department head and is there to evaluate performance, or because
there is a serious problem. Further, even when time allows and
collaboration exists the cultural norms for white, middle-class people
prohibit personal disclosure because of the necessity of maintaining a
professional posture. Finally, because of the depth of the barriers to
meaningful teacher interaction, most teachers as mentioned beforehand,
have resigned themselves to their current perceptions of reality. In
psychological terms, teachers desensitize themselves so that they
become
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increasingly more removed from their feelings and from perceptions about
the environment.
If teachers were less isolated both physically and psychologically
possibilities for collaboration are many. Team teaching which could
divide the paper and discipline loads in half; and cross-disciplinary
work could save time by having students work on basic skills in all
classes. It would also reduce friction between teachers because each
would know the other was doing his/her job properly. In addition, with
team teaching, one teacher could be free to help new people or to give
support to a peer.
A teacher leader is one who takes additional responsibility while
functioning within the above conditions. Teacher-leaders exhibit the
same feelings of resignation and the same magical level about basic
problems in teaching. For this reason their solutions to issues reflect
a magical or naive level of awareness. Thus, action taken may
momentarily'improve the situation but in the long run merely reinforce
the hopelessness of the teachers, because a new solution failed again.
Further, teacher leaders are often asked to assess the needs of
teachers. Since there is little time or resources to directly interact
with peers, questionnaires are handed out. Teacher-leaders only add
to the paperwork of teachers. Teachers usually respond to these written
questions quickly and without a lot of thought. To compound the
problem
,
teacher-leaders are representing the administration's need to
know about the teachers. Further, communication which is inhibited by
cultural norms are also inhibited by political relationships. Finally,
due to the banking education relationship between teacher and student
,
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the teacher-leader potentially becomes an authority fi^re so that teachers
may respond to their representatives in passive resignation just as
students might respond to a teacher who gives a choice of learning
editorials or feature writing first.
Teacher Perception ;
The first objective was for teachers to perceive their oppression
as teachers. The group was either totally submerged or strongly person
blame. When stress forms revealed that fatigue, time and paper work
were the three strongest sources of distress, the group dismissed the
forms as meaningless, since they were toally resigned to these stresses
as inescapable. No one put any effort into changing the situation. This
illustrates a magical level of awareness because the group thought that
their complaints were inherent to teaching and therefore there was no
solution. This magical level meant that teachers could not transform the
basic oppression because they could not conceive of teaching as being
any different. The group, therefore, organized around issues that were
important but not basic to their daily work experience. Because the
teachers could not seek out change concerning issues most stressful to
them, they had to wait for a crisis. Their transforming posture was,
therefore
,
defensive rather than assertive
.
The group was able to perceive on a naive level in relation to the
district-wide issues, but did not move beyond it. One of the major
reasons for the lack of movement was because they did not address the
ways in which administrators and school board members were also
functioning within prescribed roles. Furthermore, they never explored
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how the hierarchical structures within the schools create differing
communication styles, self-interests, and complicated power dynamics.
Diagnosing Teacher Needs :
The second objective was to identify needs within the group. This
objective was addressed in two ways. The first was through the needs
assessment done during the first meeting. This activity was most useful
in defining what this group did not want . The oppressive nature of past
in-service programs became apparent through this process. Teachers
were adamantly opposed to any personal awareness or sensitivity training.
It seems that the school system assumed that if teachers knew themselves
more and were more open with their feelings, their teaching would
improve and so would the system. Again, the assumption that the ills
of the educational structure lie with the teachers depicts the naive level
of awareness on which the system functions
.
Teachers felt the burden of this assumption strongly, since they
were the only group that was manipulated in this way. The group was
also adverse to any role play, and this reluctance seemed to stem from
a fear of being a fool or being made the center of attention. There was
a definite connection that teachers made between being visible and being
attacked in some way. This pattern makes sense in light of the kind of
interaction that teachers usually have with each other. As mentioned
earlier, most teachingis done in isolation, discussion of problems and
difficulties sheds a negative light upon the teacher. To admit to
limitations and confusion is to be seen as admitting a loss of control.
Teachers do not share their teaching experiences from a personal per-
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spective, rather they talk about parents or students without mentioning
their own part in the picture. To become totally visible, as in a role
play situation, could bring up fears about being judged by peers.
The needs assessment also revealed teachers’ desire for meaning-
ful contact with other teachers and for techniques for solving problems.
During this activity, they discussed the difference between "how to"
approaches to repair and process methods for change. Although the
group agreed with the long range process approach
,
the amount of stress
and an internalizing of their roles as depositors of information to students
,
later produced an urgency for quick solutions. During the later meetings,
some members wanted step-by-step procedures to resolve conflicts. Since
"praxis" is a process that can take many forms in terms of analysis and
action
,
some did not relate well to this experience in the group
.
The second method used to identify the needs of the group was
the stress form. This activity was developed by Nellie Santiago-Wolpow
and teachers from Van Sickle Junior High School in Springfield,
Massachusetts. The group participants recorded their daily stresses,
and although the most severe stresses became very apparent, the group
as a whole chose not to discuss these issues. There are many con-
tributing factors to the ineffectiveness of these forms in stimulating this
group’s dialogue about their severest areas of oppression. First, the
people were so concerned about getting support and for having others
listen
,
that time spent dealing with daily stresses became story sharing
time, rather than naming, analyzing and chosing a course of action.
(It is interesting to note that lack of support or isolation was
not one
of the items on the stress form .
)
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Secondly
,
the inhibitions people had about their ability to support
each other and peoples’ fears of appearing incompetent limited the level
and depth of interaction. People therefore felt safer dealing with
district-wide issues that were not as integral a part of their teaching
Identities. Finally, as mentioned earlier, the fatigue, lack of time, and
overloading with paper work were undoubtedly accepted as unchangeable.
People viewed discussion about these areas as fruitless verbalizations.
The district-wide issues at least provided a place for anger and frustra-
tion, whereas the daily issues seemed unaddressable
. The calendar issue
was a substitute for addressing the daily stresses teachers faced . The
difference between these issues and the stresses the group began to
identify as daily occurances was that the latter were seen as inherent
to the job in many cases: magical level, where the district-wide topics
were directly manipulative and contrary to popular opinion. The group’s
inability to dialogue about the most direct causes of unhappiness is
symptomatic of the ways in which people internalize what is wrong. The
issues of teacher-teacher relationships and the structure of the school
day and paper work were never directly addressed within the group and
yet, according to the stress forms completed by the group members, the
quality of their work experience was most strongly determined by these
three areas. The teachers did not address these issues because their
resignation about the possibility of real change prohibited against doing
so.
As the group began to work together on the calendar and
curriculum day issues , the resignation all felt could only be softened by
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finding possible avenues for change. Once the need to do something
was recognized
,
the group identified those with willingness and abiUty
to make something happen. People would volunteer or members would
nominate people to take a role. Newspapers, union, expository writers
and district historians were named and utilized. Had time permitted,
when these resources had yielded all they could, the group would have
had to rename the calendar issue, so that the causes of the problem
would have been addressed more directly.
Raising Teacher Awareness;
The third objective for the group blaming the system rather than
individuals or subgroups for teacher stress, was not realized, because
while dealing with the school board member behavior and calendar issue,
the facilitator did not ask questions which would have directed attention
toward the forces shaping school board member behavior and policy.
Although the group did not move beyond naive level of aware-
ness
,
there were a few instances in which they saw how their resigna-
tion affected students. One instance came after the school board met for
the second time to settle the calendar issue. Students had collected
data disproving the school board’s contention that the majority of
students were in favor of the schedule change. School board rebuttal
resulted in students leaving the meeting in tears. Teachers in the
group felt that their silence and resignation at the meeting (it was
obvious that the school board had made the decision and were not willing
to genuinely reopen the issue) left the students without advocates. Some
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individuals were deeply distressed by this and still wanted to fight.
Although this was a dramatic example of how teachers’ sense of power-
lessness is translated to the students
,
daily occurrancea reflect this
situation. Group members often expressed unhappiness with the lack of
time and energy to help troubled students as much as the young people
needed. Others expressed resentment that because of so little time,
and so many troubled students, good students rarely received reinforce-
ments or pushes toward new areas of growth.
Despite this concern for students the group did not want to
explore student-teacher relationships. This was due in part to teachers
perceiving that focus as competing against their need for meaningful
peer interaction. The teachers wanted to take care of themselves and
each other, not students in this group. There were some teachers who
wanted to address problems within the classroom, but through a
’’technique" approach
.
The Dialogical Process :
The fourth objective, to perceive discussion as part of "praxis"
and not merely verbalization leading nowhere was accomplished. In that
way most people did see the discussions as resulting in the needed
support. The group, however, did not see how this support had political
or change implications for the school or system. Their feedback about
the sessions was positive in that they had the opportunity to interact
with each other and negative in that they were not learning how to solve
problems. The group discussions made a difference to them, in that
they felt better. There was no indication that the discussions held any
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significance on any other level.
The discussions were framed into naming, reflecting and trans-
forming aspects, so that the group did have a sense of the process.
There were two obstacles preventing the dialogue from taking on more
meaning for the group. First, the teachers were used to receiving
information
,
facts and procedures when confronting a problem . The
ambiguity around this problem-solving method was that the process was
the content. By engaging in dialogue around a common problem and
working together to transform the situation, problems can be resolved.
This methodology provides a framework for problem-solving but does not
give a step-by-step procedure for change.
The second difficulty in perceiving this process differently from
non-problem-solving discussions was a lack of insight about the deepening
cyclical nature of "praxis." The group might have come to this point
with more time, but they only worked together on the calendar issue
getting through the process once.
What more time would have provided was the chance to question
their perceptions about how they saw the problem . They never
questioned their approach to dealing with the school board. Writing
to the newspaper, and involving the teacher union were ineffective, but
logical given the group’s perception of the paternalistic members of the
board. If the group could have seen the naming, analyzing and acting
they had done as not leading to meaningful change, there is a possibility
that they would have begun questioning their part and perceptions about
the issue. They never discussed teaching as being connected to societal
change, although teachers expressed awareness of the
importance of
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preparing young people for the world. Feelings of being overwhelmed
by work, and guilt at not providing adequate guidance for students were
expressed at various time.
Self-directing Group :
The fifth objective, to establish a support group which would
continue after the formal course ended was not fulfilled. Three teachers,
however, expressed an interest in becoming leaders for a group the
following year. As it was, no group met the following year. Three
reasons can be named which mitigated against the group’s continuance.
The people who expressed an interest in perpetuating the group were
very unsure of themselves as leaders, and expressed fears of incompetence
regarding supporting others. Secondly, they did not progress sufficiently
with the process for them to feel secure in continuing the discussions and
sharing. Their sense of what ’’praxis" meant was still vague, and they
needed more time to use the process. Finally, the teachers’ stresses of
fatigue and lack of time were still unaddressed and unresolved. These
forces definitely mitigated against any non-credit, on-going group.
The insecurities about leadership and the process could have been
reduced by working with the facilitator and perhaps the time and fatigue
issues could have been the first focus for their work.
Summar^^' :
In summary, the facilitator’s naive level of awareness resulted in
two major obstacles to the group’s progress. First, the facilitator was
unable to introduce the teacher-student dynamics of the group , and
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expressed at various time.
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with the process for them to feel secure in continuing the discussions and
sharing. Their sense of what "praxis" meant was still vague, and they
needed more time to use the process. Finally, the teachers’ stresses of
fatigue and lack of time were still unaddressed and unresolved. These
forces definitely mitigated against any non-credit, on-going group.
The insecurities about leadership and the process could have been
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issues could have been the first focus for their work.
Summary :
In summary, the facilitator’s naive level of awareness resulted in
two major obstacles to the group’s progress. First, the facilitator was
unable to introduce the teacher-student dynamics of the group , and
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therefore did not "codify" this aspect of the group's oppression. Second,
the goals set by the facilitator for the group did not address the trans-
forming aspect of praxis, so that the teachers could not see any lasting
changes in their work lives and surroundings. The lack of perception
about the immediate situation and the lack of visible change in the
schools served to maintain an atmosphere of intellectual discussion rather
than dialogical interaction. To compound the problem, the group's
magical and naive levels produced an unwillingness to address the funda-
mental causes of stress on a daily basis; structure of the school day and
fatigue
.
Despite these difficulties, however, some of the goals for the
facilitator and group were fulfilled. The group addressed teacher
isolation through personal sharing, collective group action, dialogue
about issues and they did undergo praxis in relation to the calendar and
curriculum days issues. Further, the role of problem-poser described
in Freire's work proved to be useful in the group's discussions.
CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR FUTURE STUDY
Introduction
The work of adapting Freire into a pluralistic and highly
industrialized society has just begun. In addition, the concept of
consciousness-raising as the goal of education embodies a critique of
other education practices. Differentiating how consciousness-raising
differs from the experimentalists’ goal of critical thinking skills; and
from traditional and progressive educational thought has been a
primary focus of this study . Although this study is limited in design
and scope, it is one of the first attempts to translate conciousness-
raising as a theory into practice. This chapter makes recommendations
to maximize the support function of a group, and presents recommenda-
tions for research to resolve the conflict between banking education and
facilitating dialogical interaction and the problem of being facilitator
and researcher simultaneously. Future studies will hopefully refine the
consciousness-raising process so that facilitators will be able to achieve
the proper balance between support and theory. This chapter provides
some guidelines which should be useful in this area. Finally, this
chapter suggests alternative approaches to overcome the limitations of
the design of the present study.
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The basic difference between consciousness-raising and other
educational theories is that the goal of Freire's pedagogy, critical
consciousness can only be achieved through collective dialogue and
action. Other schools of thought do not recognize the necessity for
other people in an individual's development of awareness and thinking
skills. Social literacy and change only result from dialogue in which
people share perceptions and feelings about a shared reality.
The overriding need of the group within this study for peer
support illustrates this. The theory of system-blame and dialogical
problem-solving were not internalized by the teachers because their
ability to interact and communicate in meaningful ways was limited by
teacher isolation, and cultural stigmas against expression of feelings.
The need to struggle with undoing the internalized oppression that
separated them from each other had to precede deep involvement in
praxis
.
Freire’s dialogical process includes the teacher or facilitator as
part of the group. Therefore, this study's focus on the leader's
problems resulting from societal roles, helps illustrate how this oppression
interfers with group functioning, as well as suggests how to transform
the isolation of teachers from students which maintains the basic banking
education relationship
.
Many of the problems described in the previous chapter resulted
from the perceived inability of the facilitator to alter the dynamics of the
traditional teacher-student relationship. A major question concerns the
appropriateness of the facilitator serving as problem-poser and codifier
while in the role of working-teacher for the group. The study data
suggests that the dual role, especially if the group is a study
for research
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should be rejected. There is one method, however, by which a teacher
could function well as a facilitator in this situation
. A support group
specifically addressing the needs and problems of the teacher /facilitator
could act as a buffer for the stress of mediating conflicting roles. At
the end of Chapter II
,
it was proposed that Freire’s intellectually-oriented
dialogical process be extended to include the cyclical praxis process in
the discharge of painful and strong feelings. Such an extension could
allow individuals to function effectively as a facilitator in the role of
working-teacher. Further, this process* could enable the group to name,
and analyze their facilitating activities in terms of system-cause, as well
as determining behavior to transform the situation. The key problem was
the inability of the facilitator to be freed from efforts to fulfill role
models thought to be oppressive. Consequently, fear and insecurity
interfered with the ability to act on perceptions as a facilitator. It the
process had included a mechanism to express or discharge those feelings,
the facilitator could have transformed the situation with the group.
Facilitators must have the tools to move emotionally as well as intellectually.
This support group would also act as a model for the kind of interaction
that the conscious-raising group could have. For the basic tenet under-
lying this kind of education is that the personal problems and dilemmas
one faces are in extricably linked with the political and economic
realities in which one lives.
The inclusion of feelings into praxis is vital and deeply transforming,
for peerness is enhanced when people share feelings as well as insights.
This is especially important when trying to change the student-teacher
relationship. As reality is named between the two parties, if both sides
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CBTi pGrcGiv© tliG othGrs’ hurt or concGrn
,
rolG bsrriGrs ar© looscriGd
.
SGcondly, th© attitud© toward f©©lings as chaotic, irrational, and
both©rsom© serves to keep people in prescribed roles. If it is
inappropriate to feel or show what one is feeling, then to experience
this illustrates that there is something wrong with oneself or the human
being generally. Expression of feeling precedes clear thinking when
oppression is causing pain, fear and anger to emerge. Without trans-
forming these feelings, no one would fight for freedom. To deny
expression to these feelings before taking action is to increase the
probability that the action will be shortsighted. In any process in which
people are engaged in confronting perceptions and questioning reality,
support must be given in more than the intellectual ways. Therefore,
it is suggested that the dialogical group should explore the oppressive
aspects of suppressing feelings and be given tools to facilitate full
expression
.
The second major difficulty encountered in the implementation of
the model was how to incorporate the naming process on the present-
time group interaction. Since naming patterns is highly threatening, the
facilitator must expect defensive or aggressive reaction. (The support
group is essential for the facilitator to remain clearly on track when much
negativity might emerge.) The beginning stages can be kept light and
low risk, in that the facilitator could model naming what s/he sees her/
himself doing as a result of a role, rather than as a result of responding
to the needs of a situation. For example, the facilitator’s need for
affiliation with the group to be seen as an ally rather than as an
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oppressor was sufficiently great as to interfere with the need to give
strong direction or defend actions when appropriate. By naming one’s
personal patterns, the group would begin thinking along these lines.
The model should then be followed by more direct observation of
facilitator-group or peer interaction. Some facilitators might follow the
modeling with a focus on teacher-student or teacher-administrator role
patterns. This may be more effective than going directly to the present
reality within the group. The primary concern is to facilitate movement
about roles and perceptions. It is unclear whether emotional reaction
to naming a reality is more detrimental to growth, then protecting the
group from its own patterns.
Another recommendation for researchers interested in exploring
this kind of group, is to insure that group membership is comprised
of all roles, i.e., administrators, librarians, maintenance people and
secretaries if possible. This would facilitate; the group’s understanding
of how oppressors, i.e., the school board are also caught by their
roles, and perhaps insightsTrom members not usually in dialogue with
each other would challenge magical thinking more often.
Although the group began to name, analyze and transform their
internalized oppression in relation to the school board, their ability to
continue to deepen their awareness to the school board, their ability
to continue to deepen their awareness of their internalized oppression
was limited because their ability to support and communicate with one
another openly was limited. The introduction of communication skills
was a beginning, but two procedures could have moved the group along
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more rapidly. First, the facilitator could have used the group' s naming
of the internalized oppression and had the group perceive all the areas
in which this resignation effected their perception and functioning.
Following this
,
the facilitator could have asked how the resignation
presented itself within this group . Second
,
the facilitator could have
provided a model for personal sharing and using praxis if the banking
education relationship between herself and the group had been named.
By naming facilitator isolation, the teachers' fears of disclosure might
have been reduced. More importantly, however, the group would have
an immediate example of how to codify an immediate situation so as to
transform it. The teachers' magical level of awareness about changing
certain stresses and their choice of district-wide problems as subject
matter, reflect their inability to critically analyze and transform their
environment
.
Both of the above suggestions place the onus for moving the
group upon the facilitator rather than the group. The facilitator's
concern for the proper relationship with the group was critical to the
study, and therefore warrants full attention. To explore this concern
two issues seem most important to include:
1) Should one person be responsible for thinking about the
group as a whole in a dialogical, problem-solving group?
2) If leadership is not appropriate, how then does a group move
beyond magical perceptions and answer posed questions?
In order to answer the first question, the context of the
consciousness-raising must be explored. Teachers and students have
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been conditioned to accept and want banking forms of interaction with
each other. The group was established as an accredited course which
meant that students were supposed to learn something from the
facilitator. The facilitator’s refusal to provide the expected knowledge
would have resulted in the group’s labelling her as incompetent or
avant-garde in a negative sense. Teacher credibility is a subtle and
strong aspect of banking education. Professionalism as mentioned earlier
is a strong cultural norm of teachers
. In other words
,
the group
expected one person to take leadership
,
and without this the teachers
would have named the reality not as learning but as support. Given the
cultural barriers to self-disclosure, support is considered healthy, but a
luxury or unproductive in solving problems. The implication of this
discussion is that translating Freire’s theory into this society includes
initially providing a structure that does not alienate the group from the
task. To reduce the facilitator conflict about roles and because of the
necessity to relate to people in ways they can understand, it is
recommended that initially the facilitator take leadership and provide
necessary direction and information. Following this stage the facilitator
shoiild begin posing problems about the group dynamics, and gradually
become a group member with little or no status difference. Eventually
all group members could become problem-posers at different times.
It does seem, however, that even in Brazil, Freire did have
facilitators and that some kind of leadership is unavoidable. Even if the
leadership is unavoidable, the second issue of its appropriateness with
a dialogical group remains. It is conceivable that a problem-poser who
listened to the significant issues of the group and codified these issues
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could enable a group to perceive contradictions in their magical level
responses. It is the contention of this study, however, that given the
rapid pace of American society and the strength of the perceptual blocks
people have, the group would disband because the situation would be
named boring or unproductive. A teacher in the group expressed
disappointment that the group was developing into a support system
and that the time was being wasted. Discussion and interaction should
have been replaced by the facilitator presenting problem-solving methods
and context techniques. Because perception shapes reality, and because
of the premise within banking education that knowledge is a commodity,
educational process is limited to teaching methodology. Struggling with
questions and supporting one another is not viewed as real learning
because no information is being given. This suggests that the facilitator
should develop support separately from the problem-solving process until
the group's trust level has improved and until the teachers have some
expertise in engaging in praxis.
One recommendation to overcome the difficulties posed by the
facilitator as researcher, is to use a team approach, with one person as
problem-poser and the other as researcher. The conflict stems from
wanting to produce measurable results while following the needs of the
group. If one could focus entirely on the group's direction and movement
without consideration for documentation, more meaningful interventions
might be the result. The facilitator would be free to submerge him/
herself within the group. The facilitator would become a part of the
group and would not have to distance him or herself by analyzing the
-
group separately. The researcher could provide a much more objective
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analysis, the facilitator-researcher role if done by one person necessitates
the facilitator's attempt to maintain an intellectual-research distance from
the group. This distance might result in what Freire describes as inter-
consciousness, which is the intellectual understanding of oppression with-
out total involvement in transforming the problem.
Further
,
the elimination of the facilitator-researcher could enable
the development of a research design useful in pinpointing intermediate
steps between levels of consciousness or effective facilitator interventions
or the effects of the overall process on the environment.
To do a scientific experiment with this kind of group, the researcher
is limited by instruments of measurement which try to measure subjective
aspects of individual's group, such as trust level. Some instruments,
such as C.C.I. developed by Smith and Alschuler, University of
Massachusetts in 1976 can be useful. Most of these instruments, however,
require further development before being accepted as stable measurement
devices. Despite limitations on experiments in the area of consciousness
raising, an attempt must be made to isolate important variables.
This dissertation has explored a direction for in-service teacher
education in the United States to take form. This study illustrates that
teachers are responsive to working together for change, but there is
no indication that the process would have resulted in school-wide or
system-wide change, since time was scarce. A major difficulty to be
anticipated by educators concerned with social change is that as soon as
the process becomes too effective, and teachers become too responsive
the system could close its doors to facilitators wanting to begin dialogical
groups. In the final analysis, those in power could be threatened by the
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contradictions that the dialogue reveal. For this reason the chances of
this process serving as the method to total societal change are slim.
Non-formal educational opportunities exist
,
but their impact on the
country as a whole would not be great enough to effect change on a
large scale.
Freire’s pedagogy is one of the most progressive theories available.
If schools allow even some of his ideas about levels of awareness and
oppression to reach teachers and students, some change could occur.
This study has been a first step in providing educators with needed
data about consciousness-raising in practice.
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APPENDIX A
AGENDAS
AGENDA—SESSION I
Business
a. time and day
b. notarized university cards
tuition waivers
d. text for the course
e. length of the course
f. class list with addresses and telephone numbers
Research within the course
a. videotaping /confidentiality maintained
b. C.C.I. projective test based on Freire’s work
c. P.O.I. personality inventory test
Goals of the course
a. levels of consciousness
b . system blame
Needs Assessment
a. what do you want?
b. what don’t youu want?
c. what do you expect?
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AGENDA—SESSION II
I. Process
a. naming /reflecting /acting
II. Projective Test (CCI)
a. rationale—compare levels of consciousness at the beginning
and end of the course
b. purpose
—
pin point groups’ level of awareness about oppression
c. the group will learn coding and uses of test in other contexts
d. reinforce point that CCI is not a personality assessment
III. Stress Questionnaire
a. interviews
b. introductions: each person speaks to the group about
his/her partner
IV. Teacher /School Board Issue
V . Evaluations
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AGENDA—SESSION III
I. Finish Interviews
II. Demographic Data of Group
a
.
group recorder
b. discuss group’s profile within group
c. profile composed of: grade level taught /tenure status/
years teaching
III . Mini-lecture
a. concept of "we"
b. problems are all relationship oriented
c. problem-solving collectively
IV. Demographic Data Sheets
a. needed for my research
b. hand-outs
V . Evaluations
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AGENDA—SESSION IV
I. Evaluations from previous week
a. my appreciation of group's feedback
II. Where we are in the process
III. Categorizing our stresses
a. Possible category sheet
b. small groups create our unique categories
c. large group finalize categories
IV. Stress form
a. how to use
b. small groups to share stress form filled out for next class
c. use of the stress form.
V. Supportive listening and validation
VI. Playing host to the oppressor
a. ideal teacher /group identify some characteristics
b. small gppoups generate a list of all the traits teachers
should have to meet the ideal
c. connection between the ideal teacher and stresses/
possible effects on our relationships
d. finding differences between facilitators and teacher roles
VII. Hand-out group's statements of what we wanted, didn't want and
what we expected
VIII . Journals
IX. Home work
X. Evaluation forms
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AGENDA-SESSION V
I. Warm-up
a. one nice thing that happened today
II. Feedback on evaluations from last week
III. Feedback on Stress Form
a. submit your name and your suggestion or concern
b. would anyone be willing to help revise the stress form?
IV. Identifying the Major Categories of Stress
a. small groups—share scores for week; rank order categories
individual! and for small group
b. whole group—submit rank order for each group
V. Sharing of Stresses: Collecting Data for Projected Actions
a. reasons for sharing
b. break into three’s
c. recorder switched-record as many incidents out as possible
VI. Reflective listening /validation
AGENDA—SESSION VI
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I. Warm up
a. one nice thing that happened today
b. what aspect of teaching are your proudest?
II. Demographic data
III. Report on stress forms
a. lack of individual input
b. problem with identifying patterns for total group
c. work to reduce a number of categories
d. "mental and physical stress" too broad
e. should we have more than one stress form?
The next items on the agenda are both essential. The group must decide
how to do both, in what order, and when.
Concerns: missing class meetings because of vacation and curriculum
days; and need for supporting each other outside of class
IV. Demonstration of small group sharing and processing; how to get
the whole story
a. groups of three: recorder /listener /sharer
b. process to experience: Is this incident part of a game or
role that students, teachers or administrators play?
What causes the need for this game, role or
pattern?
. c. questions answered and discussed by all three members
V. Maintenance Concerns: Issues raised through evaluation forms
and informal talks outside of class
a. "want more to do than just share?"
b. how to handle personality conflicts within the group
c. not enough total group interaction
d. controlling facilitator input
e. participants’ differing levels of involvement and commitment
to the course
f . stress form—too long and ambiguous in some places
g. Laura r • •
h. inconsistencies and ambiguities in feedback to facihtator
i. time and fatigue
AGENDA—SESSION VII
Curriculum Day Meeting at the Jolly Bull Restaurant
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AGENDA—SESSION VIII
I . Review of Purposes
a. develop strategies to improve teacher input into decision
making processes
b. develop strategies to trace what happens to kill teacher input
c. develop proposals about curriculum day and school calendar
to submit to appropriate administrator or group
II. Facilitator Goals
a. to enable teachers to see problems as caused by systematic
patterns
b. to provide the group with additional perspectives in the
problem-solving process
c. to encourage involvement in the group and process despite
well-founded skepticism or resignation
III. Whole group: Naming and analyzing Curriculum Day 1/2 hour
IV. Task Groups: Strategies for problem solution: 1/2 hours
a. questions
b . recorder
V. Proposals: Strategy Groups
a. is this still the strategy you want to take?
b. write proposal with method of presentation
VI. Evaluation forms:
a. evaluate this meeting in terms of goals presented earlier
b . evaluate this meeting in terms of goals you set for this
session. What did you want to have accomplished?
Did it happen, or to what degree did it happen?
VII Stress Forms
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AGENDA—SESSION IX
I. Naming Process Outlined
a. who is conflict between? (relationship)
b. is this a pattern for ? (b and c brainstorm
incidents)
c. is this a pattern for you?
d. what has been done before to solve the problem?
II. Whole Group Sharing - 1/2 hour
a. possible namings:
-lack of leadership from steering committee
-changing philosophy of school district
-lack of demands by teachers
III. Proposal Writing:
a. core group formed?
b. change in strategy?
IV. Stress Forms:
a. pairs
b. total naming /reflecting /transforming process
V. Evaluations
a. only received eleven
b . if you give a moderate or low evaluation , give some
indication of what was wrong and what could
have been better
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AGENDA—SESSION X
I. Report on School Board Meeting
II. Whole Group Sharing
a. curriculum day
b. resignation and paternalism
c. naming /reflecting /transforming
III. Stress Forms
a. paired sharing
IV. Evaluations
a. groups of six /oral
b. comments written from each group
V. Class times for 5/12-5/26
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AGENDA—SESSION XI
I. Applaud ourselves
a. where we are now
b. how everything came out
c. Mr. C.
II. ^leflection on our process
a. how is "resignation and paternlism" part of a larger
problem or pattern?
b. after school committee reacts? what are the possible
reactions* Analysis and action strategies
c. relationship problem /how did we transform it?
III. Curriculum Day and Stress Forms
a. apply process in small groups
IV. Mr. E’s decision about workshops
V. Open Evaluation
*to one letter?
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AGENDA—SESSION XII
I. Welcome Mr. C.
a. any reactions
b. suggestions to group about relationship between this
group and the teacher union
II. Curriculum Day—Report from Ms. C., Ms.D. and Mr. G.
a. who is the conflict between?
b. is this a pattern for 1
c. is this a pattern for you?
d. what have you done in the past to solve it?
e. did your actions work in the past?
f. what are /were the causes of the problem?
g. what alternative ways can the problem be solved?
h. what don’t you know about the problem?
III. New Stress Form
a. explanation of changes
IV. Open Evaluation
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AGENDA-SESSION XIII
I . Support Concerns
a. personal and political concerns
b. my observations and feelings
c. new stress forms
II. ‘Curriculum Day Group
III. Mr. F. Group
IV. Guidelines for the two groups
a. six questions /follow them closely
b. after asking first three questions, ask yourselves where
are we now?
c. review with yourselves, how you have named the problem
and what reasons you have discovered for the
problem’s existence.
d. brainstorm solutions, then go back and decide which is the
best approach
e. get concensus on each phase of process
f . make sure that each person has input
g. don’t allow more than one discussion at a time
Questions:
1. Who is the conflict between?
2. Is this a pattern for ?
3. Is this a pattern for you?
4. What have you done to date to solve it?
5. What are /were the causes of the problem?
6. What alternative ways can this problem solved?
7. What don’t you know about the problem?
APPENDIX B
CODIFYING QUESTIONS
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1. What do you see in the picture? What is taking place? Who are
the people? What are they talking about?
2. What kinds of problems do you imagine each of these individuals
have?
3. Do you think things should be as they are in this picture?
4. Why do these individuals have problems?
5. What can these individuals do to change the situation, to make
things better?
APPENDIX C
EVALUATION
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EVALUATION
1. How are you feeling about this class?
very satisfied
satisfied
neutral
distressed
very distressed
2. Was there any activity or occurrence which created stress for you?
What?
3. Was there any activity or occurrence which created satisfaction
for you? What?
4. How are you feeling about the group’s interaction at this point?
very satisfied
satisfied
neutral
distressed
very distressed
5. How are you feeling about the group-facilitator interaction at
this point?
very satisfied
satisfied
neutral
distressed
very distressed
6. Free comment on back.
APPENDIX D
QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT EFFECTS OF TEACHING
ON TEACHERS
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When you finish the school day, how do you feel?
At what points during the day do you feel most tired? Most energetic?
How do you deal with your fatigue during the day?
Do you have another job after school?
What happens when you reach home after school?
How has your health been this year?
Recently what experience in school has excited or pleased you the most?
What specific daily events are rewarding to you?
If you could select another position in the field of education
,
what would
it be?
How could the work environment be redesigned to help teachers be more
effective and happier?
Have you had other jobs besides teaching? What rewards did you obtain
from those jobs that you don’t receive from teaching?
What actions by the school district would give you a sense of reward
or recognition?
When introducing the person to the group, share "little known facts
about. . and what are the common stresses and satisfactions you
shared with that person?
Background information: Name, grade level, subject area, favorite
subjects, hobbies, skills no one knows I have. . .
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF THE GROUP
Please answer these questions in the next week. This information will be
extremely important to my dissertation research
. I guarantee total
^®^^^^6J^tiality • The information will be used to give the reader an
overall picture of the group. No individual names or information will be
spotlighted
.
I. Why did you take this course? In-service credit? University
credit? Personal growth? Very distressed? To meet new people’
Other?
II. What is your age?
III
. What do you consider to be your socio-economic status? Working
class? Lower-middle? Middle? Upper-middle? Lower-upper class?
Upper class?
IV. How many years have you been teaching?
V. ' Are you a member of the Union?
VI. Do you consider yourself to be very active, fairly active, or
inactive in the Union?
VII . Have you participated in any consciousness-raising or personal
growth groups before? If so, what and when?
VIII. What jobs have you held before?
IX. Do you teach at the junior high or senior high?
X. What is your race?
XI. What is your sex?
XII. What is your name?
APPENDIX F
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POSSIBLE CATEGORIES OF TEACHER STRESSES
1
. Clerical work
2. Interruptions that disrupt the class
3. Discipline problems with students
4. Lack of equipment and materials
5. Lack of teacher input into decisions
6. Rigid curriculum
7. Destruction of school property
8. Conflict with school administrator
9. Problems with parents
10. Class size
1 1 , Lack: of^ plfernniirg: tiiaei
Using this list as an example, parts of which we can incorporate into our
list of categories, create a category for each of the stresses which the
group identified last time. If the category created includes many of the
stresses, fine, but feel free to name the categories to reflect minor
differences in the stresses where necessary.
APPENDIX G
TEACHER STRESSES
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TEACHER STRESSES
1. classroom phone /unnecessary announcements
2. improper use of equipment by other staff members
3. staff meetings
4. when stress builds, not enough control over cominer and eroincr/
can't leave ^ ^
5. fatigue /drinking a lot of coffee
6. frustration /can’t spend time with students who need help
7. planning
8. misuse of school by students
9. learning new system and program at the same time
10. blocks to one-to-one communication with students
11. expectations /ideal and realistic
12. disorderliness /unexpected number of students coming in
13. keeping kids organized
14. kids moving at different rates need different activities
15. randomness /people always after him for different things /picking
his brain
16. lack of communication and isolation between teachers
17. creating new curriculum
18. working with non-readers and writers
19. commuting to Rhode Island
20. achieving honesty with students
21. expecting too much from self
22. schedule
23. noise level
24. lack of support from administration about discipline
25. physical plant of the library
26. time for professional aspects of being a librarian
27. parent involvement
28. can’t say no
29. not enough reinforcement from anyone
30. demand for individualization
31. school committee
32. low phase students
33. emotional problems of students
34. paper work
35. lack of communication with administration
36. criticism from parents
37. study hall /cafeteria duty
38. when miss a session of the group
39. students coming in late
APPENDIX H
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CATEGORIES OF STRESS GENERATED BY TEACHERS
1 . clerical work
2. external interruptions
3. disruption problems with students
4. classroom management
5. equipment and materials problems
6. down the tube—teacher input
7. curriculum concerns
8. destruction of school property
9. internal personal stress, i.e., mental and physical
10. conflicts with administrative policy
11. class size
12. lack of planning time
13. structure of the school day
1 4 . communication
15. meetings
16. school committee
17. problems with parents and community
APPENDIX I
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Ratings: 2avery stressfi-.l
SCHOOL STRESS FORM l*3tressful
' 0=>not stressful
Data Started
STRESS DAT
1
1 TO*
TAI
Rank1 2 3 6 7 S lit) '
1. Clerical and paper
work 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 13 8
2 . Interruptions that
disrupt class 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 18 10.5
3. Discipline problems 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 18 10.5
4. Lack of equipment
and materials 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 3.5
5. Lack of teacher
input into decisions 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 1 10 6
6. Rigid curriculum 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 2
7. Destruction of
school property 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 4 3.5
8. Conflict with school
administrators 1 2 0 2 1 2 0 0 1 2 11 7
9. Problems with
parents 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1
10. Class size 2 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 6 5
11. Lack of planning
time
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 15 9
TOTAL 13 13 7 10 .0 13 9 ko 9 104
other types of stresses:
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EVALUATION FORM
I. What are your goals for this class meeting?
II. Were your goals consistent with the facilitator's goals?
a. How were your goals similar to the facilitator's goals?
b. How were they different?
III. Did this class meeting meet your goals?
1 10
IV. Do you think the facilitator's goals were met by this meeting?
1 10
V. Rate each of the activities on the agenda, on a scale of 1 through
10 in terms of the activity's helpfulness in meeting your goals.
VI. Were the issues raised by the group and/or the facilitator of
significance to you?
VII. Do you think that the group and facilitator handled each item on the
agenda completely? If not, what more needs to be done?
VIII. What was your excitement or involvement level during this meeting?
Very high . . .high . .
.
good . . . average . . . moderate . . .low . . .very low
What did you learn that you can use to alleviate any of your stress
as a teacher?
IX.
APPENDIX K
LETTER TO THE SCHOOL BOARD
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LETTER FROM TEACHERS ASSOCIATION TO SCHOOL COMMITTEE
We wish to express our appreciation to the School Committee for
its willingness to reconsider the calendar issue at its meeting of Monday
evening, April 26.
In particular we wish to commend Mr. X for his openmindedness
and his considerate attention to the students, Mr. Y for initiating the
motion to reopen the question, Mr. D for his willingness to question the
demographic data that 40% of the regional students would be disadvantaged
by Plan B
,
and Mr . Z for his evident concern that the education and
welfare of the students in the district should be the first consideration.
We were deeply disturbed by Mrs. A’s allegation that the students
had manipulated their data, a position which implied their dishonesty
and attempted to publicly discredit their efforts. Her statement that the
last March-vacation-calendar was 8 years ago was incorrect. Records
show that it was in fact 6 years ago during 1969-70. Her criticism of
two teachers who she said had indoctrinated students by claiming that
Plan C would exhaust teachers and students should be directed to the
individuals and not be used as a blanket indictment of the entire staff.
We regret that the chairman did not recognize more members of
the audience after Mrs. A's speech, so that these responses could have
been made in the context of the meeting.
In conclusion
,
we suggest that during the coming year every one
gather concrete data affecting the calendar so that subsequent decisions
can be based upon careful reason and accurate data.
Signed by Teacher Union President
Endorsed by Teacher Union
Representative Council
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RESPONSE TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE TEACHER UNION
In response to your recent letter, I would like to state that I
appreciate knowing the views of the teacher union as well as those of
individual teachers with respect to the school calendar and the related
debate. I respect the fact that you disagree with me and your right
to express that disagreement.
I still have my notes from my remarks during the calendar discussion
and I want to get some facts straight for the record (note lower case)
.
I did not allege that the students manipulated their data; what I said was
that their statements were incorrect. I also listed the ways in which they
were incorrect, referring specifically to their statements in the Apr. 23
edition of the local newspaper.
1)
School Committee minutes for 1968 show that a college-related calendar
was adopted for 1968-69. September 1968 is eight years prior to Sept.
1976 when the calendar under discussion was to begin. In any case, it
was not "3 or 4 years since that calendar had been tried" as the students
had stated.
2)
It was also incorrect to say, as the students did, and others have
also, that there will be an "unbroken stretch" from Christmas till the
March vacation. This ignores the February four-day vacation and the
February and March curriculum days which are within that interval. I
also pointed out that the plan C calendar, for 1976-77, has many more
breaks than did the 1968-69 college-related calendar, and that the school
year next year will end earlier than it has previously
.
3)
An additional inaccuracy to which I referred was the failure to
acknowledge, either in the students' statements or in the teacher union's
article, that only a one-year calendar had been adopted, and that the
Committee had stated its intention to at least alternate with the traditional
calendar, it was not teachers' "last April vacation for some time to come,"
as stated in the article. Plan C has a four-day vacation in April 1977, and
the full April week would return in April 1978.
Your letter implies that plan C did not represent a concern for the
welfare and education of students (2nd paragraph). Indeed, it does
represent a concern for school-children who are dragged to sitters, day
care, to work with their parents, or left unsupervised during the
traditional February and April vacations. Their needs are perhaps different
from those of the students who spoke that evening and those who signed
the petitions. However, in a school district that claims to
teach respec
for diversity, I am deeply disappointed to see the needs of
the smaller
group dismissed as being too irrelevant to even try one
year that mig
work out better for them.
I did state that some
(those were my words). I
teachers' claims "bordered on indoctrination'
am sorry if the statement was interpeted as a
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blanket indictment of the whole staff; that was certainly not my intent.
When disagreements arise between us, I remind myself that there
is such a thing as "cordial and creative disagreement," and I hope we
can all work toward setting that kind of tone when future differences
of opinion arise. I welcome and agree with your suggestion that data
be gathered next year to aid our decision-making
.
/ Mrs. A.
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RESPONSE FROM PRESIDENT.OF TEACHER UNION TO SCHOOL COMMITTEE
1) We think that you should know that your comments about the student's
data in the calendar issue were interpreted by the students and many
other members of the audience to mean that the students were lying.
We attribute this interpretation to your tone and your being the last
speaker,"; both of which eliminated the possibility of additional student
response. Even though other members of the committee had made the
effort to let the students know that their efforts were appreciated,
your comments negated this. Students literally left the meeting in
tears
.
2) The School Calendar 1969-70 shows the March vacation: (see attached).
Thus, the time elapsed was not eight years as you stated. Members of
the audience had the information but were not called upon to speak.
3) The term "unbroken stretch" from Christmas to March clearly refers
to not having any long vacations scheduled during this time. The
four day "vacation" to which you refer in February is really a one day
vacation as we already have the other three days by law. Weekends
and legal holidays have nothing to do with vacations.
The February and March curriculum days may provide a one day
hiatus for secondary school students and a half-day for the elementary
children but occurring as they do in the middle of the week contribute
to stress and fatigue on the part of both students and teachers. They
cannot seriously be considered a "break" which would improve either
the health or morale of the schools. The Christmas to March period
is stiU considered too long by those most directly affected.
4) As was pointed out by your peers on the School Committee this group
cannot make policy for members other years. Your intent to alternate'
calendars may not meet with the approval of a new membership. A group
sympathetic to Plan C could see to its continued use or a new calendar
of their choosing could be constructed. Thus, it is within the realm
of possibility that this April's vacation was the last for some time to come.
5) The implication that the schools should be a substitute for baby sitters
and day care centers is a philosophical picture in deep conflict to our
own. It merits much further dialogue. It was also evident during the
discussion that no one on the committee had the data upon which to base
a reasoned response. The emotionally based plea for a minority of the
community sets a dangerous precedent.
6) Again intent did not coincide with perceptions of staff in regard to the
indoctrination quote. You should be aware that such loose use of
language leaves one open to misinterpretation. If you meant to indict
only half of the staff or two thirds of the staff or one staff member then
stating so explicitly would avoid each person feeling you meant him/her.
7) School Committee members should assume some responsibility for
data
collecting.

